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ABSTRàCT

In pronatalist Western culture motherhood is defined as the primary
role and responsibility of vlomen. In such a society female
infertility ís constructed through medical discourse and popular media
as a problem - more specificalty as a medical problem for which
medical technology is the only ans\¡ler. Such a view is supported by
the discourse of reproductive liberatism which promotes the NRTS as

Iiberating for women because they supposedty increase the options and

choices available, therefore allowing women greater self-
determination, autonomy and control. Radical feminists, particularly
those associated with the FINRRAGE organisation' vehemently disagree
with reproductive tiberals arguing instead that because the NRTS are
designeã within a patriarchal system they are exploitative, not' only
of the vùomen directly involved, but also of lvomen worldwide. FINRRAGE

writers and others argue the'choices'offered by the NRTS are
coercive and culturally forced and therefore reduce lvomen's autonomy
and self-determination. Through international networking and

information sharing radical feminists aim to actively resist the
increasing medicalisation of women's lives. The foltowing literature
review highlights the main issues associated with the liberal and

radical arguments and attempts to 90 some way tolvards grasping how the
two theoretical stances can arrive at such disparate conclusions about
the NRTS. The section following this discusses some of the
difficulties associated with the radical feminist perspêctive on the
NRTS, especially the concept of 'patriarchy' and the essentialising
tendencies of radical feminist theory. I then outline the benefits of
poststructuralism in general, and then attempt to use a deconstructive
ãpproacn in order to examine one of the more interesting aspects of
inlertility. That is, the popular construction of infertility-as-
crisis, and the 'desperation' for a baby which results from this. I
concl-ude by briefly suggesting how poststructuralist theory when used

in relation to debate on the ne\{ reproductive technologies can be

useful- for feminist Politics.



PART 1: TEE trEYI REPRODUCTIVE TECHXOLOGIES AI|D IIIFERT

1. TIIE NEW REPRODUCTIVE TECNNOIJOGIES: OVERVIEW AIID DEFINITION

The world,s first ,test-tube baby' Louise Bro\dn was born in Eng

1978. Since then approxirnately fq000 babies have been conceived

through the much publicised in vitro fertilisation (M) technique

worldwide (Klein, 1989). However while IVF is the most well-known it

constitutes only a small part of the wider field of the 'new

reproductive technotogies, (NRTS) defined in a us congress Report as:

anything to do with the manípulation of the gametes leggs or
sperml or the fetus, for rdhatever purpose, from conception
other than by sexual union, to treatment of disease in utero,
to the uftimate manufacture of a human being to exact
specifications Thus the earliest procedure ís
artificial insemination; next artificial fertilization

next artificial implantation in the future total
extra corporeal qestation and finally, what is popularly
meant by lreproductive] engineeríng, the production - or
better, the biological manufacture - of a hunan being to
desired specification. (us congress Report' cited by Hanmer,
1983, p. L83 ) .

The NRTs thus include techniques from artificial insemination and

surrogacy through to in vitro fertilisation and gamete- and zygoLe

intrafallopian transfer (GIFT and ZIFTIPROST), and a range of reläted

teehniques from electronic foetal monítoring (EFM), ultrasound'

preimplantation diagnosis, sex selection and selective abortion to

genetic maniputation, cloning, cryopreservation and the possibil'ity of

ectogenesis (see 'Glossary of Terms' for specific descriptions and

definitions ) . such technologies are being developed by medical

scientists supposedly in response to women's denands for them, and

because they potentially create new options for motherhood and assist

in overcoming the perceived crisis of female infertility.

2. FEM.AI.E INFERTILITY: ilEDICÀI DEFINTTION

The most commonly accepted medical definition of female infertility is
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the inability of a l,ùoman to conceive within 12 months of ceasing

contraception.Infertitityisreportedtoaffectupto15percentof

Australian couples (wood, 1985) - that is, heterosexual married or

cohabiting coupJ-es. The main medically identified causes of

infertility in women are the blockage of one or both FãIlopian tubes'

endometriosis, anovulation and ovar.ian disease. Male factors such as

azospernia or oligospern:ia are also obvious contributors (l{ood, 1985)'

currently, around 16 percent af all M attempts involve fertile women

with subfecund male partners (Laborie, 1988). Thege causes are aII

taken to be medical indicators for the use of IvF and/or its related

techniques, GIFT and ZIFTIPROST (see Àppendix A for details and

explanation).

within this medical model female infertility is assumed to have a

physiologíca1 aetiology whose treatment requires medical intervention'

Female infertility is thus nedically defined as an individual case

problem with a medical-technological solution. For involuntarily

childless lromen however, infertility is a far more complex phenomenon

than its medical diagnosis indicatest it has personal and social

consequences as weII and potentially represents a major life crísis'

3. FEMÀLE INFERTILITY: PERSONAI AI{D SOCIAI IUPLICATIONS

Nursing and sociological literature suggests that parenting is an

expected life goal of many adults. It is part of the progression

through the ,normal' events of lifespan development - marriage,

fanity, career - which many people take for granted' Such events can

be refused si-nce fulfilling alternatives to them do exist, but for

people who accept them they represent the potential for self-

actualisation and control over life. Parenthood for many presumably

brings personal pleasure but it also has desirable socially
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constructed meanings signifying morality, responsibility, sexual

competence, fertilityr'normalcy' and psycho-emotional health

(veevers, cited by Vtilliams, 1990). Interviews with infertile !ùomen

have shown that motherhood is perceived by them as an integral part of

\lromen's social role and sense of'feminine'identity, and as essential

to fanily formation and rnarrj-age (WilIiarns, 1990). Infertility

represents a barrier to the achievement of these goals and has a

dramatie and often devastating effect, calling into question the

individual's personal competency, self-perception and self-esteem.

Infertility challenges an individual's expectations of life and alters

the perceived control that individuqls have over their bodies and

their Iífe circumstances. For woÍren especially the formal diagnosis

of infertility bríngs with ít feelings of anger, unworthiness, guilt'

depression, denial, isolation, grief and loss (woods' olshansky &

Drayet I99Il , an overwheltning sense of defeat, failure and sorrolv

(Napier, 1984), and negative body-image (Crowe, 1985a). Infertility

is afso experienced by some as the metaphorical death of the potential

child (Ètenning, 1980), the fanily lineage and of femininity itself.

Infertile tìromen may experience a profound sense of 'otherness'and nåy

characterise themselves as someholr 'lacking', of being 'less' - that

is, Iess womanty or less hüman - because of their infertility

(Weideger, 1988). On a social level too, infertile women are subject

to scrutiny and overt pressure by fanity, friends and others'

compounding feelings of isolation and negativity (Crowe, 1985a). The

inability to conceive through 'natural' neans can thus produce a major

identity crisis. Why invol-untary childlessness produces such pain'

internaL conflict and 'desperation' can be understood by looking at

infertility in its wider context of pronatalism. This has been dealt

with brief]-y below.

3 NRTs and infertility



4. FEMÀLE INFERTILITY ÀND !'IESTERN PRONATAIISM

Thj-s notion of 'femal-e infertility as crisis' is created within a

Western culture based in a pervasive pronatalist ideology. In such a

society v/omen's primary role and function is that of breeder and

nurturer - other identities assume secondary status. Motherhood is

constructed through various discursive fields as a 'natural' and

instinct-driven desire for all women, and a role from which women

should derive most, if not alL, of their individuality and sense of

self. Huge cultural sígnificance therefore is placed on women's

fertility while infertility is constructed as an "unbearabfe problem"

(vüillians, 1990, p. 229\ which, if left unfulfilled will lead to the

internal dissonance and crises of self-perception outlined above.

As Corea (1988) points out this social construction of an infertile

woman as having lost the most basic source of her identity has great

coercive and emotional power, and is enough to structure an infertile

woman's desires and motivations strongly to\rùards motherhood.

there is an obvious 'gap' between the desire for a child

ability of the infertil-e physical body to satisfy this desire.

Eo!Íever

and the

This 'gap'is filled through the use of the NRTS, technologies which

medicos cl-aim are able to transform an infertile woman's reproductive

consciousness from 'failure' to 'success' - from 'nonmother' to

'mother'. The NRTS thus appear to be responding to women's demand,

giving ínfertile women what they want - the chance to have ¿ chiJ.d,

conform to sociaf expectationsf gain self-esteem, and above all,

overcome the personal trauma of involuntary childlessness-

Because medical science appears therefore to be benevolent, the
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proliferation of the NRTs is widely supported by many individuals,

including some feminists. Their pro-technology stance can be broadly

classified as 'reproductive liberalism', the dominant discourse in

much writing on the NRTS. Critics, especially those associated with

radical feminist politics and activism, have largely been ignored or

marginalÍ-sed.

rt is my belief however that such critics, with their explicitly

gynocentric focus, have much to offer in terms of their insights into

the social , politícal and global effects of the NRTs on \ilomen, their

health and their rights. As a consequence of this I have dealt only

briefly with reproductive liberalism and have biased the following

literature review and general discussion deliberately in favour of

radical feminist thought. There are, however, some conceptual

difficulties associated with radical feminism which wiII be detailed

later, but for nor¡r I have tried to summarise here the main points of

reproductive liberalism and the radical feminist opposition to the

NRTS.

PART 2¿ REPRODUCTM LIBERÀLISM

1. REPRODUCTIVE IIBERÀLISM: OVERVIEW

The rhetoric of reproductive liberalism characterises the discourses

of western medical science, Iaw, policy-making and some femínist

writing and has done since the early 1960s. The quintessential.valueS

of reproductive liberalism are the rights to freedom of choice,

unlimited procreative liberty and privacy, and gender equality.

With these values in mind, the two main goals of ]-iberals working in

the area of reproductive technologies is to modify legislation which

discriminates against certain groups of women, and to achieve the
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equitable distribution of resources bet\deen alt groups in society.

Liberals make the assumptíon here that technological interventions

into reproduction are neutral and that the technologies themselves are

not the cause of inequalities between women. Rather, discriminatory

laws which do not permit all women equal access to the technologS-es

are the source of Ínequality and reguire reform. The aim of

reproductive liberals then is to create an interlocking social and

Iegal system in which all individuals, regardless of gender, have

equal choice and freedom to use existing technologies' and a systen in

which these indivídual choices are supported by the rights to autonomy

and privacy in reproductive decision-making-

This pro-technology stance of reproductive liberals is based on their

argument that technological and medical interventions into

reproduction provide increased reproductive'options' and'choices'

for infertile and fertile women alikef and are therefore inherently

beneficial. Liberals argue that the new reproductive technologies and

contracts fulfil feminist goats, firstly because they move towards the

attainment of the essential feminist principles of self-determination,

autonomy and control, and secondly because they open up the

possibility for the formation of completely new family structures

capabte of challenging the oppressive meaning of traditional-

motherhood and the nuclear family. Both the provision of increased

'choices' and the redefinition of the fanily brought about by the NRTS

are seen by reproductive liberals as being positíve steps toward the

eventual Iiberation of !ùomen. The idea of increasing choices as a

method of movíng toward personal control over reproduction and

ultimately, freedom, has a historical basis in the contraception and

abortion rights activism of the 1960s and 70s.

6 Reproductive Liberalisn



2. .IEE r.ôNEEPrnS ôF' 'EI{OTCE' ÀND 'CONTROL'

Developments in contraceptive methods during the 1960s for example

!ùere considered libratory because they allowed women increased sexual

freedom and the ability to control the timing of reproduction. Às

petchesky (1980) argued reliable contraception meant that motherhood

was no longer defined as destiny but instead was a controLlaþIe

choice. Accordingly vtomen would not be defined only in terms of

,mother, and would not be denied opportunity on the basis of their

status as potential or actual mothers. Sexual and social equality

would be the eventual resul-t (Petchesky' 1980). The issue of a

,,woman's right to choose" related not only to the use of contraception

but was also central to feminist campaigns for safe' legal and

accessible abortions. In both instances fof liberals 'choice' meant

control over the physical reproductive sel-f.

This same ,pro-choice'rhetoric has been invoked in defence of !'tomen's

right to use the ne\,ìr reproductive technologies. Liberals assume that

because the NRTs supposedly broaden the range of 'choices' women have,

l-ike contraception and abortion, the NRTS also give women more control

over their reproduction. Consequently tiberals suqgest that to oppose

the use and development of the NRTS is to Undermine women'S

reproductive freedom and eventually women's right to abortion. The

right to choose alternative methods of reproduction is therefore seen

as an inseparable extension of the rights to abortion and

contraception use. On this point, well-known l-íberal , Lori Andre\'Ûs'

writes:

the constitutional underpinnings for reproductive choice
regarding abortion and contraception also protect autonomy in
the use of artificial insemination, emþryo donation,
surrogacy and so forth (L987, p. 46)-

She goes on to argue that a woman's right to use the NRT9 is

7 Reproductive Liberalism



essentially the 'positive' reversal of the 'negativês' of

contraception and abortion. That is, if a woman is free to choose

technologies to avoid or negate pregnancy she must also have the

freedom of choice to become pregnant through any means avaj-Iable

including medical technologies. She should also be free to exercise

choice in deciding to become a surrogate mother, and to donate eggs

and/or enbryos, arçtue liberals. This right to 'unlimited procreative

liberty' is extended not only to $romen, but to men as well. They,

too, should be free to use all the NRTS and/or to hire a surrogate

mother in order to procreate. (This however ignores the obvious fact

that it is predominantly .l,romen who are subjected to the technological

nanipulations of the NRTs, not men - this fundamental gender

inequaJ-ity and the ways in which it serves to privilege male

reproductive goals will be discussed in a later section. For novù,

however, it is my purpose to describe the Iiberal concept of

'unlimited procreative liberty'. )

3. UNLIMITED PROCREATIVE LIBERTY

John Robertson, an influential spokesperson for procreative Iiberty in

the united States, argues for the protection of the right of any

individuaÌ, regardless of gender, to procreate irrespectíve of whether

this is done 'coitally' or 'non-coitally', that is, with the aid of

donor gametes, technological intervention, or through surrogacy

contracts. Because of the assumed beneficial nature of the NRTs no

distinctions are made between the various 'non-coital' technologies,

for example between extra-corporeal fertilisation techniques (M and

its variations) and assísted reproduction (use, of donors and

surrogates ) . The argunent for procreative Iiberty also extends

further into the areas of sex sel-ection and genetic engineer.i-ng:

The right of married persons to use noncoital and
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collaborative means of conception to overcome infertility
must extend to any purpose, including selecting the gender or
genetic characteristics of the child or transfèrríng the
burden of gestation to another. (Robertson, 1983' p. 450).

Robertson (1988) believes the unregulated freedon individuals have to

procreate coitalty shoufd be extênded equally to those wishing to

reproduce non-coitally. He writes:

the reason and values that support a right to reproduce
coitally apply equally to noncoital activities involving
external conception and collaþorators. While the case is
strongest for a couple's right to noncoital and external
conception a strong argument for their right to enlist the
aid of gamete and womb donors can also be made. (Robertsont
1986, p. 961 ) .

rn other words atI people, fertile

equivalent and unregulated rights to

procreative method, and should all be

their reproductive decision-making.

or infertile, should have

procreate, regardless of the

allowed complete autonomy in

Such a concept of 'autonomy' implies that an individual is free to be

his or her own person,

without constraints either by another's action or by
psychological or physical limitations. The autonomous person
determines his or her course of action in accordance with a
plan chosen by hinself or herself. Such a person deliberates
about and chooses plans and is capable of acting on the basis
of such deliberations. (Beauchamp & childress, 1983' pp- 59-
60)

Every individual thus is seen as being capable of actinq rationally

and choosing appropríate courses of action based on her or his

individual needs. This means that the decision to reproduÖe should be

a private one, and not subject to state regulation or other external

ínterference. Indeed, placing restrictíons on the use of a certain

technology for example could be seen as inhibiting an individual's

procreative Iíberty and autonomy.

9 Reproductive Liberalism



Because of its pernissiveness 'procreative liberty' has become the

main slogan of the medical profession and other liberal establishments

and has been used to underpin controversial legal decisions such as

that made during the 'Baby M' case. In validating this highly

controversial surrogacy contract Sorkow judged that I{iIIiam Stern'9

right to enter such a contract is protected by a
fundamental right to procreate it might even be argued
that refusal to enforce these contracts and prohibition of
money payments would constitute an unconstitutional
interference with procreative liberty since ít would Prevent
childless couples from obtaining the means hrith which to have
families. ('l,lfatter of Baby ü', New Jersey Supreme Court
ruling, cited by Raymond, 1994, p. 77-781.

That is,

Sorkow

judicial interference in procreative decisions was seen by

to

autonomy,

generaJ-.

threat to

makíng.

be an infringement of Stern's rights to reproductive

and as a threat to the procreative liberty of individuals in

Furthermore, such interference is construed by liberals as a

the protected right, to privacy in reproductive decision-

4. THE RIGET TO PRIVACY

Sorkow's lj-bertarian and individual-based view of procrèation and

technotogical intervention is supported by the right to privacy. The

right to privacy in reproductive matters implies the notion of 'body

as property', that is, the 'right to do with one's body what one

chooses', free from state or other regutatory interference, in order

to be sel-f-fulfíIled.

The way reproductive liberalism and the right to privacy operate ín

practj-ce is exemplified in the cases of pornography and prostitution.

These two areas have flourished because of the tiberal emphasis placed

on choice and indi-vidual- self-fulfilment. Because women are seen as

,owning'their bodíes, they are also seen as capable of'using'their

10 Reproductive Liberalism



bodies to best advantage. That is, women are seen as able to make

rational decisions maxinising benefit to themselves as autonomous

individuals. Pornography and prostitution for example are then viewed

as the valid and informed choices of individual women who take

personal responsibility for their own actions and are thus answerable

only to themselves. In other words a ldoman's decision to becorne

involved in pornography or prostitution' for example, is seen by

Iiberals as a free choice concerning only the !Ùoman involved' She

becomes involved because she 'wants' ÌuQ, notr as radicals would arguet

because of coercive circumstances or because she sees (or is

permitted) no other alternatives. IIer perceived ability tÓ make

rational independent choices should therefore be protected by the

right to privacy and. an overall policy of non-interference argue

liberals. In the same \,Ùay, an individual's choice to use the new

reproductive technologies and contracts is seen as the outcome of

rational and cal-culated decision-naking processes and should also be

protected by the right to privacy and self-determination.

5. SUMI.{ÀRY OF REPRODUCTIVE TIBERALISM

The above brief description of the main tenets of reproductive

liberatism has shown that the individual- is supreme and is viewed as

capable of functioning within society as a complete, critically

thinking unit, basicatly unaffected by external pressures And other

influences. Autonomy in reproductive decision-makíng \Ùith the aim o1

self-fulfilment is the essence, and it is made clear that nothing

should impede the pursuit of an índividual's procreative goals and

ultimate happiness. As Robertson (1988) points out, "moral distaste

Ifor the NRTs and/or their implicationsl alone would not be a

sufficient ground for liniting procreative fiberty" (p. 181). The

NRTS must be supported on the grounds that they all constitute valid

11 Reproductive Liberalism



'choices' for infertile women and/or men arçJue liberals. Failing to

defend the NRTS as part of the 'pro-choice' platform could potentially

damage the hard-won gains nade in the areas of abortion and

contraception, and would provide ammunition for the conservative anti-

abortion lobby.

The focus then is on thê individual and the fulfilnent of indívidual

procreative desires through any means avaitable, not on the social

context in which reproductive choices are constructed, or the overtly

sexist nature of society, or the basic inter-relationality of humans.

The discussion of this philosophical clash between individual autonony

and the social irnplicatj-ons of indj-vidual choice, and the challenging

of the benevolent nature of science and technology, are the primary

domain of radical feminist opponents of the NRTs.

PÀRT 3: RÀDICAL FEUITISII

1. RÀDICÀI FEIIINISM: OVERVIEW

There is a clear polarisation of viewpoints bet!ùeen reproductive

liberals and radieal feminists on a range of issues. Central to the

debate are the notions of 'choice' and 'control'. As pointed out

above reproductive l-iberal-s beLieve technological developments from

contraception to the NRTS increase a rrùoman's choices, her autonomy,

her ability to determine the course of her life, and thus the level of

control she has over her reproductive destiny.

Radical- feminists on the other hand argue that a line should be drawn

between those technologies which are genuinely liberating - prinarily

contraception and aþortion - and those that take self-determination

alvay from women - namely, the NRTS. On this'point Raymond (1994)

writes:

I2 Radical- Feminism



There is a vast difference bet\^Ieen women's right to
choose saf e, legal abortions and \,vomen ' s right to choose
unsafe, experimental, and demeaning technologies and
contracts. One allows genuine control over the course of a
Iife; the other promotes abdication of control over the self,
the body, and reproduction in general. (p. xi).

Such a perceptíon arises from radical feminist a!ùareness of the

pervasíve patriarchal social context in which reproductive 'choices'

are structured, and in which the technologies are developed. The

increased array of 'choices'offered to vùomen by the technologíes must

therefore be examíned in light of this oppressive context - this is,

in essence, the wider radical feminist project.

Radicals argue that the teehnotogies and the 'choices' available

undermine women's reproductive control and are oppressive because they

are created by a male-controlled medical system that seeks to control

women and their reproduction. Women's autonomy in, and cOntrol of,

their reproductive decisíon-making is usurped by the medical

profession because the 'choices' offered by reproductive technology

are highly coercive. That is, 'choices' are structured by patriarchal

pronâtalist society in such a way that to 'choose' the NRTS becomes

the only real 'cholce' availabl-ê. Other options such as remaining

childfree or adoption are constructed as unenviable and in

contemporary Vtestern society are largely unaccepÈable' or at least,

are considered less socially valuable. They therefore do not 'count'

as 'choíÇes' a woman can make freeJ-y and rationally.

In addition, radicat feilinists argue that the 'Choice' to use a

particular technol-ogy is not accompanied by an equally valid 'choice'

not to use that same technology, the latter frequently incurring

personal, social, Sometirnes legal, penalties. Thus, v¡omen are forced

into using the patriarchally-endorsed option (because they really have
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no choice), but by doing so, \domen are'playing into the hands'of the

patriarchy and are giving up increasing degrees of their reproductive

control and freedorn. Patriarchally-constructed'choices' thus serve

to cl-ose off reproducti-ve optians for wo¡nen, not broaden them. It is

this debate about the meaning of 'choice' that produces the major

conf l-ict between liberal-s and radicals.

As more technologies are developed, more and more reproductive options

are shut down, and women's autonomy, control and self-determination

are further reduced. while rrüomen's control over their reproduction is

being decimatedf male control of female reproductíon is being more

firnly established. Crities therefore urge \^romen to look at the NRTs

not as a 'gift' to \'Íomen, ot a response to women's demands for

alternative methods of reproduction, but as part of an overall process

of medicatisation that must be curtailed. naymond (1994) writes:

Perhaps the most confusing messages about the new
reproductive technologies is that they are a gift to
infertj-1e women, because they appear to give so-called
infertile women the ability to reproduce. Ilowever, when
r,ùonen look this "gift-horse" in the mouth, they wj-II see that
it comes accompanied by the persistent medicalization of
women's lives. This means that more and more areas of female
living have been colonized by medical intervention, and
staked out as j-ts territory. (p. I2l .

Radical feminists then, are looking beyond a simple reliance on

'choice' and 'individual-ism' and are exanining the wider social and

global contexts of reproductive 'choice' and the inplications of what

is basicalty unsuccessful- experirnentaf technology. They are concerned

not only for the decrease of control individual women experience

through using the NRTS but are al-so concerned for the future, and the

rights, of women on a global scale. They argue that it is up to women

to fight to maintain these rights in the face of the increasing

medicalisation of women's reproduction. This involves not only the
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activities of political organisations but the recognition by

individual women that their 'choices' and behaviours affect not only

themselves but have international implications.

Radicals see women as a social group operating within a controlling

and exploitative patriarchal context rather than as autonomous and

rational- indivíduals functioning'in a neutral and egalitarian society.

For radicals, behaviour does not exist in a vacuum, nor is it the

product of random idiosyncrasies, but occurs in, and is shaped by, a

social eontext. As such it has political ramifications for woÍIen

worldwide, for which individual women must become collectively

responsible. This 'personal is political' philosophy marks a

sj-gnificant break from the apparent neutrality of reproductive

Iiberalism.

It was the debate surrounding pornoçJraphy and prostitution that was

central to this change of focus from an individually-based one of

personal choíce and freedom, tô a socially-based one. glriters such as

Andrea Dworkin (1981) and Catherine MacKinnon (1977; 1983) werê

instrumental in changing this focus with their suggestions that women

as a social class, rather than simply as individuals, were harmed by

both pornography and prostitution. Instead of viewing pornography for

example as being the rational choice of an individual woman, it was

seen as being symptomatic of a rnale-control-Ied femal-e sexuality which

kept aII \ivomen oppressed. Siurilar1y, radical feminists see an

individual woman's 'choice' to use the NRTS as a method of not only

decreasing her own reproductive control but also as a method of

supporting patriarchy and the virtually unchecked expansion of medical

technologies, thereby intensífying the exploj-tation of women

worldwide.
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Appropriately, an international network of feminist writers has

collaborated to produce an overall world picture of the effects of the

NRTS, and to provide resistance to the spread of the NRTS. This

group, the 'Feminist International Net\,{ork of Resistance to

Reproductive and Genetic Engineering' (FINRRAGE) has provided the most

cogent and sustained attacks on the NRTS to date. They state their

position as follows:

the female body is being expropriated and dissected
as raw material for the technological production of human
beings. For us \iÍomen, for nature, and for the expJ-oited
peoples of the worÌd, this devel-opment is a declaratíon of
war. We know that technolog'y cannot solve problems created
by exploitative conditions. vüe do not need to transform our
biology, we need to abolish patriarchal social, political and
economic conditions. Genetic and reproductive engineering
is ânother attempt to end self-determination over our bodies.

Externalization of conception and gestation facilitates
manipulation and eugenic control. The division,
fragmentation and separation of the female body into distinct
parts for its scientific recombination disrupts historical
continuity and identity (FINRRÀGE Resolution, cited by
K1ein, 1988, pp. 258-9).

Because of this perception of the misogynistic nature of medicine and

the pervasive nature of patriarchy, radical feminists question whether

it. is possible for women living in a male-dominated society to avoid

being exploited and rnanipulated by the practitioners invol-ved vlith the

NRTS. Given that reproductive technologies reínforce the capitalist-

patriarchaL status quo and greatly endanger the health and well-being

of the women involved, radical feminists caII for restrictions, even

prohibi-tion of the NRTS, at l-east untit their practical and ethical

imptications are better understood. Until a completely free and

egalitarian society is created through political action, the most

powerfuì. and direet r^ray to inhibit the development and use of the NRTS

is to inform lvomen of their possible personal, social and ethical
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consequences, to show they are only experimental and to urge \¡romen to

boycott them.

Before going into the radical feminist arguments in detail it is

necessary to explain the developrnent of the critical concept of

,patriarchy'. Following this r wiII explain how the medical

profession generally, and the ne\d reproductive technologies

specifically are seen by radical feminists as avenues through which

patriarchal maf e violence is perpetrated against \,ùomen.

2. THE CONCEPT OF 'PATRIÀRCHY'

This divergence between reproductive l-iberals and radical feminísts on

the igsues of individual riqhts versus social contexts and

responsibilities is not a recent phenomenon. Even in the late 1960s

some feminist groups \¡vere calling for a more radical socially-oriented

politics capable of explaíning and dealing vrith their increasing

awareness of the enormity of sex, class and race oppressions - that

is, the larger sociaf context of women's subjugation. Radical

feminists began refining this awareness and dissatisfaction with the

naivete of the ]iberals' rhetoric of individuaJ- rights into a theory

and analysis of 'patriarchy', defined as follows:

Io]ur society, lj-ke all- other historical civilizations, is a

patriarchy. The fact is evident at once if one recalls that
the nilitary, industry, technology, universities, sciencer
political office, and finance - in short, every avenue of
povrer within the society, including the coercive force of the
police, is entirely in male hands. (MiIIett' [19691 1977, p-
251

,patriarchy, is the interlocking system of social institutions within

which women are subordinated primarily on the basis of their

biological difference from men (for example Firestone, 1970¡ MiIIett,

t19691 19771. This biological division of the sexes is seen by
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radical feminists as the fundamental organising principle of aII

social institutions - medicine, religion, education, law, the nuclear

family and so on - and the basis from which other forms of

expJ-oj-tation and oppression arise. Morgan writes that sexism is the

"root oppression, the one which, until and unless we uproot it, will

continue to put forth the branches of racism, class hatred, ageism,

competition, ecological disaster, and economic exploitation" (1978, p.

e).

The oppression of women then is a basic structural component of

society and is supported firstly by ideologies which perpetuate the

inferior and powerless status of women relative to men, and secondly

by sex-role socialísation processes which ensure that females and

males adopt behaviours and attitudes consistent with their socially

prescribed roles - fernales as subordinate and passive, males as

dominant and active. The point of patriarchal institutions and

ideologies is to reinforce to \¡romen that they are members of a lesser

class who exist prinarily as accompaniments to men, to serve men

sexually and reproductively, and to ensure that women fulfil this

function.

patriarchy flourishes by capitalising on the relative powerlessness

and vulnerability of women and usès women's bodies as the major

'currency' through which male hegemonic power is maintained. Control

over, and possession of, the female body is necessary for the

perpetuation of patriarchy. Men appropriate female sexuality and

declare that women's bodies are 'for-' men - that is, lot mal-e use and

pleasure. Such appropriation and control can take the form of

restrictive abortion, contraception and sterifisation l-aws, and use of

the nehr reproductive technologies for example, and various forms of
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violence against !ùomen - pornography, prostitution, and other

physical, sexual and emotional abuses. ft is a basic assumption of

radical feminism that the more dehumanised and intímidated a \doman

becomes through such forms of objectification and male control, the

less power and bodily autonomy she will have.

The pattern of patriarchal violence against women has a history in

which medical science, and the development of the NRTs play a

significant part. Radical feminist concerns specifically about the

implications of the NRTs are grounded ín the well documented past

abuses of \¡vomen by the mêdical profession. These are broadly

summarised in the following section.

3. SOME PAST ABUSES OF WOMEN BY THE MEDICAI PROFESSION

By the early 1970s a systematic pattern of evidence of the medical

abuse of women and increasing health and safety concerns surrounding

contraception and other reproductive interventions had begun t0

accumulate. Technologies which were supposed to liþerate women had

created new threats ranging from iatrogenic injury to death (nehuniak-

Long, 1990). Diethytstilbestrol (DES) for exanple was known to cause

a type of vaginal cancer, infertility in sons and daughters of women

exposed to the drug and a higher íncidence of b¡east cancer in DES

mothers (Qrenberg, 1981). Corea (1977) noted that the Pitl \Ùas

associated with 54 side-effects ranging from headaches to amenorrhea,

heart attacks and strokes. Intra-uterine devices (IUDS) were

responsible for the hospitalisation of many \^romen, with the Dalkon

Shield in particular causing the deaths of I7 lvomen before it was

taken off the market (8e11, 1984). In the United States a strong

correlation was found betv¡een the number of sterilisations perforned

and the race and class of the female patients involved, most of vùhom
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were American Indian, Puerto Rican or Black (Davis, 1981). The 1970s

also saw the increasing rnedicalisation of chil-dbirth (supposedly to

provide a safer birthing process), and the rising powerlessness of

women in the r¿hol-e procedure - it was described by many feminists as

the taking over of a fundamentally female experience by a male-centred

medical profession.

Publications energed such as Claudia Dreifus' (L977 ) Seizinq Our

Bodies which detailed medical abuses inctuding those involved with

cancer treatment, childbirth and hysterectomies; in Gynlncology Uary

Daly ( 1978 ) equated contemporary gynaecology with European

witchburning, Indian suttee, African clitoridectomy and Chinese

footbi-nding; in The Hidden Ìlal-practice Corea (1977 ) urged \¡vomen to

abandon faith in the male rnedical system and to return to woman-

centred health care clinics, organisations and self-help groups.

Further, Barbara Ehrenreich and Deidre nnglish (L978) described the

sexual politics of illness in For Her Own Good while authors like

Suzanne Arms (I975lt Adrienne Rich (L976) and Nancy Chodorow (1978)

alt critiqued the male domination of the birth process and emphasised

the necessity for women to reclajm it.

This evidence made it clear to radical feminists that the medical

profession is a patriarchal- institution which has a history of abusing

women and is using the po\rrer imbalance between the genders to

gradually usurp the excl-usive power womert have to create life. The

following section wiII show how medical science and the technologies

j-t devefops are seen by radical feninists as fundamentally patriarchal

in intent.
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4. THE I,ÍEDICAI PROFESSION AS PATRIÀRCHÀL INSTITUTION

The above medical abuses of women clearly indicated to radical

feminigts that the medical profession is an institution through which

white male power can be exercised. This po\,{er seeks to control

women's lives and their reproductive ability from pre-conception to

detivery. The control of women is not a chance outco¡ne, but is built

into the design and development of increasingly specialised medical

technology, designed and used by conmunities of scientific and medical

professionals wlro are usually men (Hanmer, .1983; Zimrnerman, 1986).

Medical technology is therefore not value-free and does not develop

through its o\Ín momentum in circumstances devoid of political

inplications. Instead, it refl-ects the patriarchal ideologies,

intentions and consciousness of its developers (Àrditti, Klein &

Minden, 1989). I'fies (1985) writes:

Technical progress is not neutral. It follows the same logic
in capitalist-patriarchal and socialist patriarchal
societies. This logic is the logic of the natural sciences,
more exactly physics, and its model is the machine. It is
always based on exploitation of and domination over
nature, exploitation and subjection of womeD, exploitation
and oppression of other peoples (p- 555).

Thus, for radical feminists technology and patriarchy

inextricably intertwined.

are seen as

The vast majority, if not all, radical feminist opponents of the NRTs

would consequently disagree wj-th both the liberal position and

Firestone's (1970) proposition that technology itself is neutral with

its exptoitative power only being evidenced when its accessibility is

linj-ted or when it is used incorrectly. Firestone for example, \^rrote

that a "serious error" arises when "results of the misuse of

technology are very often attributed to the use of technology per se"

(p. 186). She goes on to suggest that woman-controlled reproductive
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technology would cease to be exploitative. Ho!,Iever, radical feminists

now believe that the oppression of women is built into technology and

cannot sinply be overcome by widening its availability and/or by

giving control of its use to vtomen.

This value-laden and inherently exptoitative nature of technological

advance however is frequently obscured by capitalist-patriarchal

ideology in which ideas and technotogies are promoted as autonoÍlous

since they derive frorn the apparently 'objective' natural sciences

(cro\iùe, 1985b). This false assumption that science is the

paradigmatic expression of rationatíty and objectivity has been

exposed by feminist philosophers of science and others who have shown

that what qeneralJ-y passes for objectivity is in fact "male

subjectivity. (for example, Spender, 1980). Critics take this

knowledge and claim that technology is not objectively derived but

ref Lects rnal-e values.

Using this conclusion and the accumulated evidence of the medical

abuses of women detailed above radical feminists go on to suggest that

the naturaÌ sciences and the medical profession have been constructed

in hostitity to women and what is classified as female (Longino' 1988)

and are underpinned with sexist, classist and racist ideologies

(Halpin, 1989). These define the white western male as ',normal', and

,healthy' while whât is female is classified as 'deviant' and

,unhealthy. (Beagan, 1989¡ and in need of medical intervention.

For radical feminists the rise of obstetrics and gynaecology as

medical specialities, with which the majority of women at some stage

wifl come into contact, attests to the medical perception of the

deviant nature of female reproductive capacities. The consequent
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pathologisation and medicalisation of female reproduction enables the

scientific objectification of women and the reduction of them to

,nature,, and thus a disconnected sequence of disempohtered, fetishised

and mechanicat body parts which can then be manipulated by medical

scíentists (Griffin, 1978; Bleier, 1984; Fox-Keller, 1985) and their

technologies. For radical feminists this process of fragmentation of

women using technology whiõh reduces women to objects represents a

method of controlling womeni it is a form of patriarchal violence.

In the following secti-on I wiII explain how Mary O'Brien's theory of

'reproductive consciousness' and the 'Baby M' surrogacy CaSe have been

used by radical feminists as tr¡¡o examples demonstrating how the NRTs

gain control over \^romen's reproduction and fragment motherhood. The

objectification of women, as a further method of reducing the power of

women, is then explained in the subsequent section with reference to

analyses of the language used to describe the NRTs.

5. MÀLE COIi¡TROL OF FEI,IÀLE REPRODUCTION

(al Ìtarv o'Brien's theorv of 'reproductive consciousness'

Radical feminists see the development of the NRTs as a way in which

men gain an unprecedented level of control over !ùomen's reproductive

po\úers, of which men are basically envious (Bâruch & D'Àdamo' 1985)'.

Such desire to control- and dominate has a long history and began with

the development of 'reproductive consciousness' (O'Brien, 1981) in

which men recognised the discontinuity and alienation of their

reproductive experience and the problematic nature of paternity.

Radicals claim that the feelings of isolation and separation

experienced by men as a result of this brought them to need to devise

technologies which would create reproductive continuity for them, by
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giving them the ability to reproduce. Rich (L9'19,

men realise women's unique povter to create 1ife,

it.

further argued that.

but they al-so fear

Given this fear and

through obstetrics,

(1985a) writes!

jealousy men seek to restrict the power of women

gynaecology and the NRTS. on this issue Corea

No\d men are far beyond the stage at which they expressed
their envy of woman's procreative power through couvade,
transvestism, or subincision. They are beyond merely giving
spiritual birth in their baptismal-font wornbs, beyond giving
physical birth with their electronic fetal monitors' their
forceps, their knives. Now they have laboratories- (p.
314).

What Corea means by this is that the disintegration of women's

experience of motherhood and wornanhood can be achj-eved not just by

initation or techniques to assist in the actual process of birth' but

also by the use of the NRTs which allow men to create life. Not only

is wonen,s procreative power being taken over by men, but the NRTS

also allow the complete separation of the components of motherhood and

facilitate the disempowerment of the experience for \rromen. Now women,

rather than men, are alienated from the birth process and are robbed

of one of the most potent sources of their social power, status,

i-dentity and experience (Woliver' 1991).

The alienation caused through the increasing reach of technology into

reproduction and sexuality equates with the continuous erosion of

women's bodily integrity and autonomy arque writers tike Shelley

Minden (1985); even motherhood as a concept is beconing fragnented' as

the 'Baby M' surrogacy case demonstrated-
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(bl The 'Babv M' surroqacy case

The reality of surrogate motherhood, gamete donation, and enbryo

Iavage and transfer for example means that the possibility exists for

one child to have three 'mothers'. Contrary to the argument of

reproductive liberals who claim this situation is liberating for

llromen, radicals say there is no way to define the 'real-'mother since

aII three - genetic, gestational and social - theoretically have some

claim to motherhood status (Hanmer , L987 l. Maternity is thus wide

open to dispute and motherhood. has novù beeome a discontinuous

experience subject to lega1 determinatj-on of which 'mother' has the

most'rights'to the child. The rights of the'ejaculatory father'on

the other hand are fast beconing inalienable.

In the 'Baby M' case the sperm donor/husband (willian Stern) became

'the father' \,'¡ith undisputed rights to the child while Stern's wife

(Betsy Stern) became 'the mother' through adoptionl. In the

'simplest' surrogacy scenario the adopting mother has no genetic input

into the child and does not have the continuous experience of

conception, gestation and birth that the so-called 'surrogate' does.

Ilowever, when it comes to legal status and custody battles the

surrogate mother has few rights compared with those of the sperm

source.

WiIIiam Stern \das identified as 'the father' by virtue of his

ejaculation of sperm, seen as a sufficient determinant of fatherhood,

and was not penalised for his need to procreate through hiring a

surrogate, because of the philosophicaL and legal existence of

procreative liberty and his perceived need for 'genetic fulfilment'

(Raynond, 1994, p. 30). Mary Beth vlhitehead (the 'surrogate') on the

other hand was not only not defined as 'the mother' of the baby, even
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though she had provided the egg. gone through 9 months of pregnancy'

regular medical observation and labour, but was al-so heavily penalised

for her involvement in the surroçlacy contract. Her character and

personality \^/ere attacked during the ensuing legal proceedings. She

was defined as an 'unfit mother' because she allegedly gave the baby

the wrong toys to play with and was herself portrayed as narcissistic

because she dyed her hair (Vloliver, 1989). Eventually her parental

rights \,vere restored (a positive. albeit small, concession to \,ùomen),

but custody was given to the Sterns (Thon, 1,988) whose abilities to be

'fit parents' or parenthood motivations were never questioned or

scrutinised by the press.

Critics use this 'Baby M' case to make the point that even in the

Ieast technologically-dependent form of the 'netv reproduction'

maternity is rapidly becoming a contestable 'right' rather than a

unitary genetic, gestational and social experience. Meanwhile, the

sperm donor is treated as the rightful biological and social father

without question.'Father-right' is becoming incontrovertibl-e while

'mother-right' is becoming increasingly doubtful and subject to proof

and external legal, and to some extent, media and popular judgment.

According to opponents, the more cornplex technologies only compound

this separation of women from motherhood, and cause the division of

women from one another. According to critics maternity is becoming a

rnore abstract and increasingly disempowered concept in the same way

that paternity has been (Laurítzen, 1990).

while motherhood is being dismenbered and thrown into doubt by the use

of surrogacy and the NRTS, the certainty of paternity is increasS-ng as

is the overall male control of reproduction. As more and more

technologies devel-op so the fragmentation of motherhood wj-ll contínue
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and power over reproduction \^rill be consolidated in male hands- rn a

parallel to Huxley 's Brave Nev¡ World (t19321 1994) radicals envision

a dystopian society in which rel-ativeì-y few men would be able to

control and construct the future of humanity through the NRTS-

Some critics take this critigue further and argue that developments in

the NRTS are merely ways of discovering and 'improving' techniques

which will everrtually make ectogenesis technologically feasibl-e (St.

Peter, 1989). For radical feminists. once ectogenesis is a reality'

rather than a futuristic possibility as it is now, men will have

gained absolute controf over women - the connections betlrùeen women and

pregnancy, childbirth and motherhood would be severed completely and

paternity coutd be finally and irrefutably established. Women would

be made redundant and reproductive power would be totally reversed.

As AI-Hibri (cited by Donchin, 1986) writes:

Technological reproduction does not equalize the natural
reproductive po!ì/er structure - it invetXs it. It
appropriates the reproduetive power from women and places it
in the hands of men who no\rù control the sperm and the
reproductive technology that could make it indispensable
it 'liberates' them from their 'humiliating dependency' on
\{onen in order to propagate. (pp. 131-2).

The alienation of women from the reproductive process and their

objectj-fication is further exemplified in analyses of the language

used to describe the NR.fs; this is the focus of the following section-

6. THE LANGUAGE OF THE NRTS

Radical feminist analyses of the discourses surrounding M procedures

show that the progressive al-ienation and dismemberrnent of women's

identity occurs linguisticalty through the processes of 'erasure'

(that is, the etimination of references to '\^romen')r and

,recombínation, (that is, the manipulation and reconstitution of \ùomen
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as a series of body parts; Steinberg, 1990 ) . Rowland ( 1991 )

eJ,aborates, suggesting that this 'language of dismemberment' effects

women's loss of control over themselves a5'$thole people'to the

extent that they dísappear completely and are reconstituted in the

medical Iiterature merely as 'uterine' or 'endocrinological

environments'r'therapeutic modalities' and'recipient endometria'

(Beagan, 1989).

Radical feminists are appalled by what they see as the reduction of

women to body organs, a collection of useful 'reproductíve bits' and

the technologists, assumption that the subsequent reification of the

'bits' represents the whole individual. Thus, a wonal's identity as a

female in the medical literature argue radicat opponents, equates wíth

her reproductive diagnosis - she is an'ínfertile recipient', 'a donor

uterus' or an 'ovarian failure' (Beagan, 1989).

Moreoverr she is constructed as a passive recipient of technical

assígnment of agency is highlightedmanipulations. This asyrnmetrical

by this medical- abstract:

After performinq 56 nonsurgical uterine lavages ín 42 fertile
donor women, we transfetted I7 conceptuses and produced eight
pregnancies. Four of the infertile recipients have now þeen
defivered of healthy neonates. (Formigli, et a1-, cited by
Beagan, 1989, p. 6)

Women are also attributed a negative agency and in effect are 'blamed'

when M fail-s - they have 'insensitive ovaries', 'immature oocytes'

or'oocyte incompetence' (MaIIoy, et aI., cited by Beagan' 1989)' or

are ,poor responders, (deZiegler, cited by Beagan, 1989). she is also

btamed for her own infertility through the use of common medical

descriptions of women's infertility such aS 'ovarian failure' and

,hostil-e cervical mucus'. Iatrogenic infertility on the other hand is
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concealed throuqh linguistic manipulations providing terms Iike

'surgically absent ovaries' and 'therapy-induced ovarian failure'

which remove direct blame and responsibility from the medical

profession.

Using such evidence radical feminists then argue that the words used

to describe the NRTs reftect their emergence fron a male consciousness

and male-dominated science and technology based on the patriarchal

aims of objectification, domination and control-. By using language

that denies the existence of women as individuals means that wonen no

Ionger have identityr or by irnplícation the power, to resist

systematic medicalisation. Women have been effectively reduced to

reproductive organs and commoditj-es available for nanipulation; they

are experimental 'test-sites' (Arditti, êt âI. , 1989 ) , 'mother

rnachines' (Corea, 1985a) and 'lj.ving laboratories' (Rowland' 1984)

basicatly raw material available for scientific experimentation.

Thj-s reductíon of women to experinenta]- objects is not a new

phenomenon however, and radical feminists draw connections between the

contemporary use of ínfertile women in experi¡nental IvF and related

procedures and the historical use of Third Wor1d women, disabled

women, lesbians , women of col-our, and younq and older \ivomen as

subjects in experimental trials relating to contraception, IUDS, DES'

Thalidonide, psychiatry and hormone replacement therapy' to name but a

few (Arditti, et aI., 1989). The exploitation of sromen as convenient

'guinea-pigs'then is a continuous process relating not only to the

'old'technologies (DES, Thalidomide, IUDS and so on), but also to the

'nev/' reproductive technologj-es (Corea, 1985a).

This distinction between the 'old' and the 'rlew' technologies,
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however, is another deliberate Iinguistic manipulation. It is

intended to convey the impression that the'01d'and'nelù'

technologies arose from two distinct medical systems, the former with

a history of having harrned h¡omen, the l-atter with a clean record

(Corea, 1985a). using the word 'new' also implies a homogeneity

betïreen the technologies and a consensus on the legi-timacy of their

use, a point critics are keen to refute (St. Peter' 1989). Thus for

critics there is one historically continuous system of medical

exploitation and experimentation of which the NRTS are only one

example. The following section will look at the experimental nature

of the NRTs as seen from the radical feminist point of view.

7. TTTE EXPERIMENTAL NATURE OF THE NRTS

fn the early stages of IvF devetopment \,{omen \,vere singled

potential 'captive population' on whom various techniques

trialled:

out as a

could be

contínues to be

combinations ofthe subjects on whom

tested, as this French

There were early suggestions to begin a ftonkey colony to test
the tlvFl procedures. That would have been a very expensive
procedure. Using human volunteers would be more efficient
and far more likely to bring results. (Roberts. cited by
Ì{oIiver, 1989, p. 37).

This basis of using vùomen as experimental subjects

used - nohr \^romen

fertility drugs can

reveals:

are

be

new

medical text excerpt

IvF is a remarkable instrument for testing ne$r ovulation
procedures thanks to: the parameters ie allows to be
controlled; the number of women who can be treated. Lastlyt
it enables controlled series to be carried out which compare
the nevù therapeutics h¡ith "routine" stimulation protocols.
It no longer appears possibte to consider the marketing of
new drugs for stimulating the gonado-pituitary axis unless
they have been tested within the framework of fvF. (Buvat &

Bringer, cited by Klein & Ror¡ì¡Iand, 1989, p. 345).
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Thus, women have become the testing ground for procedures and ranges

of potentially lethal drugs whose side-effects are unknown or which

are not acknowledged by the medical profession.

Radical feminists take on the task of documenting these side-effects

and in doing so attempt to counteract the medical view that dismisses

$romen,s complaints as insignificant and that continues to present the

NRTs, through various media, as positive scientific and technological

progress for which wonen shotlLd be grateful. Further, critics argue

that M and its related technologies must be considered experimental

because they clearty do not \^Iork. These points are dealt with in the

fotlowing four sub-sections.

(a) Some reported side-effects of reproductive medicine

Goldman (1989) reports on the physical pain involved with the M

routíne - the fult bladder and distended abdomen required for

ultrasound and laparoscopy, the bruised veins resulting frorn blood

tests, the humiliating. uncomfortable and public position required to

facilitate embryo implantation, and the stresses of worrying about the

effect of hormone treatments, the possibility of enlarged ovaries and

whether or not the embryos wilI successfully implant. Personal

reports such as those contained in Renate Klein's (1989) book Women

Speak Out provide further detail-s and stories about lvomen's

experiences with the medical profession and reproductive medicine.

Reporting on the more explicitly medical effects of the NRTS Holmes

( 1989 ) writes that L72 \i¡omen vùere exposed to hepatítis B when

contaminated human blood serum was added to the culture medium used in

the fertil-isatj-on, and embryo development and transfer stages of fVF.

The use of blood serum has not been proven necessary although it is a
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conmonly accepted practice in IVF. One woman (O'Keefe' L9921 strongly

suspects rvF treatment vras connected to her later development of

breast cancer. Corea (1985a) has reported that at least one woman

died during or after laparoscopy and another died after treatnent wíth

Pergonal. Other effects of IVF treatment include infections which may

subsequently cause infertility in fertile women who undergo M on

account of their male partner's infertility, and the increased risks

of ovarian cysts, tubal adhesions, burst ovaries and various cancers

(Klein, 1990). For the few women who do actually man-age to get

pregnant through IVF, risks include spontaneous abortion, nLiscarriage'

ectopic pregnancy, stillbirths, and the increased chances of physical

or genetic abnormality in Iive infants, and perhaps even early

menopause (KIeín, 1990). For radical feminists one of the more

wOrrying aspects of the NRTs are the "hormonal cocktails" (Klein &

Rowland, 1989r p. 333) prescribed to women during treatment

clonriphene citrate is used as a case in point.

The hormonal superovulant clomiphene citrate (trade names - 'Clomid'

or ,serophêne') which is used routinely along with HCG, EMG, FSH ànd

LH (see'Glossary of Terms') to stimulate egg cell growth in the IvF

procedure is presented by radical feminists as another example of the

abusive reality of medical treatment. As Klein and Rowland (1989)

point out, women preScribed this drug have reported a range of side-

effects from depression, nausea and weight gain to the developnent of

cancer. Clomiphene citrate has also been linked to birth

abnormalities in children, and because the structure of the drug is

sj-mil-ar to that of DES, feminists fear the consequences could al-so be

similar (K1ein & Ro\dland, 1989).
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lb) The dismissal of feminist concern bv the medical profession

Radical feninists are angered that such ferninist concern regarding

side-effects and long-term physical damage has been dismissed by the

medical profession as 'scare tactics'., and doctors continue to develop

technologies (GIFT, ZIFT etc.) and use harmful superovulants, not only

for infertile women (or fertile women with infertile male partners)

undergoing IvF, but also as a 'conventional treatment' for fertile

\,ùonên (KIeín & Rordland, 1989).

opponents of the NRTs argue that fertility specialists and other

medicos deny that clomiphene citrate has recognísable serj-ous side-

effects, and consequently choose to inform their women patients onJ-y

of the possibility of one or t!ùo of the milder consequences

production of multiple e99s, dizziness/nausea, affected hormone

Ievels, weight gain, and so forth (Klein & Row1and,1989) - such

observations are backed up by hromen's personal stories.

Even if serious adverse effects are acknowledged by the medícal

profession, they may be concealed from public awareness. This is not

unique to the use of Clomid, but seems to have an ongoing historical

basis. The controversial case of silicon gel breast implants is

another exanple of the use of 'damage control' techniques Lo minimise

bad publicity, and is an area which has recently received some

attention in the feminist and the popular media.

fn this case, both the manufacturers and doctors had known for two

decades about the tendency for the çlel sac to l-eak or rupturer

although this information had been efficiently concealed until

refatively recently (Scutt, I992a). The continued use of the silicon

impJ-ants as appropriate therapeutic and cosmetic treatment for many
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!ùomen was justified by treating specialists on the grounds that aII

medical procedures carry some degree of risk. The risk potential

however was not frequentty conveyed to prospective patients prior Èo

surgery (Scutt, I992a\. Further, as in the case of Clomid, lvomen's

complaints \Àrere dismissed as 'emotional' and theref ore trivial

concerns for which there was no supporting scientific evidence. This

was partly because the existing scientific data were either falsified

or conceaÌed, or arose from bíased research funded and conducted þy

the manufacturers of the implants (Scutt, I992ai Klein & Rowland,

1989). These processes of falsifj.catj-on and conceal-ment essentj-ally

protect the reputations of specialists and the huge profits of

pharrnaceutical corporations. Complaints and/or other sensitive and

potentially danaging information therefore need to be censored.

According to Klein and Rowland (1989) this dismissal of women's

complaints and feminist outrage as scaremongering designed to put

rromen off nedical treatment and cosmetic surgery reinforces the fact

that medicine needs women for its experimental trials. rnforrnation on

risks which would make women 'think twice' about participating in M

programs for exanple runs contrary to this goal and requires

suppression or distortion; without r,ì¡omen, the imrnensely profitable

business of technological reproduction would cease to exist (Scutt,

1992b). It therefore becomes necessary for hospitals, clinics and

other involved organisations to irnplement marketing strategies which

present an uncritical picture of the technologies. The objective of

such pubticity is to show each development in the NRTs as creating

positive scientific and social progress for humanj-ty. Raymond (1994)

calls this process "milieu control" (p. xiii).
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(c) 'Milieu control'

Biased nedia reports and the distortion of individual clinic 'success'

statistics are used by the medical profession as a tray of attaching a

'human' face to the NRTS. vühat is promoted through this controlled

reporting of information is a visj-on of a progressive science and

technology serving the interests of women. Eowever, radicals argue

that such a meticulously orchestrated public facade effectively

conflates womanhood with motherhood and hides the physical, emotional

and psychological trauma to which women are subjected.

Expansive public relations campaigns organised by medical and research

facíl-ities showing proud happy couples cuddling their rVF 'miracle'

baby 1or babies) presided over by what corea terms the 'teehnodoc'

provide emotionally compelling and often irresistibl-e images for

infertile women. Reports are consistently biased towards the

'positive' results of M - that is, the baby - while simultaneously

failing to balance the situation with critical information, or

document the frequently experienced physical paj-n and the emotional

pain of returning time and again to a clinic which artificially raises

hopes by pronising a baby for some, and which subsequently fails to

detiver. One woman writes of her personal experience of this

"emotional- rollercoaster" (Ktein, 1990, p. 2441 as follows:

r cried and cried when I heard that the enbryo transfer
hadn't worked. Ever since they al-Iowed John and me to have a
look at our em.bryos in the glass dish through the microscope
I had really believed it. Yes' we could have our ov¡n
children, there they were for the first time that
abstract hope 'child' becomes real and then all you get
is this phone caII: 'sorry Mrs Hr see you next tiie -. -' and
you ache and ache but then sign on again because it seems you
were so close, close as never before in your life so you
had to give it another try (Anon., cited by Kleín, L9891
p. 168).

Biased med.ia and medical reporting thus give Inlomen the f alse
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impression that IVF is a 'cure' for female infertility.

Numerous crities have responded by arguing that IvF is only a

technological 'fix' (crov/e, 1985b) because it bypasses the real causes

of infertility in women altogether - physiological factors (including

sexually transmitted and pelvic inflammatory diseases), environmental

issues (pesticides for example; Koval & Scutt, 1988; Klein, 1988) and

iatrogenic injury. Little research on these causes has been done

however (Donchin, 1986) probabJ-y because such research woul-d displace

the focus from the individual (who, it seems, can currently be blamed

and thus forced to take personaL responsibility for the failure of

technology) to the social (eostly consequences for which neíther the

medicaÌ profession nor the state are willing to readily assume

responsibitity, ot compensate those affected). Thus, defining

infertitity !ùithin a medical and biological framework removes the

economic and politicaf issues surrounding reproduction and thus

promotes medícal technologies as the only successful 'solutions' to

what are essentialty dj-fficult socj.o-political- problens (WoIiver,

1991 ) .

Radical feminist analysis attempts to counteract these pervasive

medical- and popular views portraying rvF and related technologies as

highly successful techniques whose side-effects and failures are

merely inconsequential technical- imperfections. Critics in fact use

medical 'success' statistics to show how unsuccessful IVF programs

really are.

(dr The faifure of rVF

Since only 5 to 13 percent of women involved in an IVF program wiII

l-eave with a live baby radicals argue the termj-nology of'success'
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should in fact read'failure'(Arditti, et â1.,1989, Klein &

Hawthorne, 1991; Scutt, 1991). Such success rates are biased 5-n any

case arque radical-s because they are based on data inclusive only of

those women who completed a treatment cycle - women who did not

complete a treatment cycle due to the ill-effects of the drug

regimens r of, because of problems !ùith 'egg production' or

'fertilisation', for example, are deleted from the final statistical

anatysis, thus biasing the overall success rate (Australian Consumers'

Association, 1989). Moreover because 'pregnancy' is variously defined

as 'biochemical' (a skipped menstrual cycle), 'clínical' (a heartbeat

detected at six to seven weeks) or 'viable' (a baby which under

ul-trasound appears 'normal' from twelve weeks onwards) r reported

'pregnancy' rates are also distorted and highly suspect (Bartels'

L987¡ Àustralian Consumers' Association, 1989). It is also important

to note here that the quoted 'pregnancy' rates are not equivalent to

'live birth' rates. The former however are sometimes cited as

individual clinic'success'rates even in cases where the clinics have

not yet had a five birth (Australian Consumers' Association, 1989).

Data from the Australian National Perinatal Statistics Unit is also

quoted by some crj-tics (for example, Bartels, 1987) to illustrate the

failure of IvF technology more exactly. For the period 1979-85

Bartels notes that 1510 in vitro pregnancies \iùere recorded. Of these

251 terminated in preclinical abortion, 292 spontaneously aborted and

65 were ectopic. Of the remaining 902 viable pregnancíes, 22.2

percent were urultiple with 169 being twins and 32 being triplets.

However, not all- 902 pregnancies resulted in the birth of healthy live

babies. rn 47 cases the babies were dead at birth, or died shortly

after. rn a further 25 cases the babj-es had major congenital defects

1 spina bifida, cardiac deformities and major urinary tract
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malformations being the most conmon) and in another 1-1-2 cases the

babies \¡ùere premature, weighing in at less than 2 kilograms (NPSU'

1984, 1985, 1987). what these data are used by critics to suggest is

that even if a viable pregnancy vrere achieved (and the chances of that

are slim), about 50 percent of the resultant babies would be seriously

underweight, malformed or dead.

That exact information on the tsuccess' rates and possible harmful

consequences of drug regirnens and surgical procedures ís not made

public knowtedge and is often concealed from the women involved in

fertility interventions has caused radical feminists to seriously

question the liberal concept of informed consent'. this is the focus

of the following section.

8. THE CONCEPT OF 'INFORMED CONSENT'

In its ,purest' form the concept of informed consent' inplies that an

individual must have access to information about alI available

treatment options, the risks and benefits accompanying each, the

probabì-e success rates and the emotional investments and costs

involved. The treating doctor has an obligation to the individuaL

concerned to provide information regarding all possible risks.

However, as illustrated above, such information can be dj-storted by

doctors who are able to exercise their 'therapeutic privilege' (Scutt'

1992a) to withhold infornation if it can be sho\¡Ín that the information

would cause unnecessary psychological harm to the potential patient

(Scutt, 1992a). It is this proviso which essentially gives legal

permission for the provision of sorne information to be denied to the

prospective patient in order to secure her or his 'informed' consent.

Critics irnply that the flexibility in the definition of informed

consent, protects the interests and reputations of the medical
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profession while disregarding the costs to the \i¡omen involved.

rn some cases in which \^¡omen have brought legal actions against

treating doctors who did not provide adequate information about aII

risks attendant on some surgical interventions, it has been shohtn that

the depth of information provided has been more or less dependent on

the type and depth of questions asked by the patients. Thê "if you

don't ask you don't find out" principle seems to prevail. Thus some

responsibility for obtaining information on risks can be left up to

the patient (this fluctuates depending on the individual doctor and

the specific trêatments ínvolved) who needs to be aware of the

relevant issues and the 'right' questions to ask.

Scutt (I992a¡ points to the sex-bias ínherent in this. Women' under

reproductive liberalism are assumed to be 'rational actors' eapable of

collecting and assimilating inforrnation on which to base their

choices. They are also assumed to be on an equal footing with men

when it comes to information-gathering. However because there is more

of a power and status differential existing between female Patients

and their doctors than that which exists between male patients and

their doctors, women in practice are often not in a good position to

ask for and receive all information necessary. Further, men generally

have access to more social and economic resources than lvomen and can

use these to their advantage. Consequently male patients are conunonly

in a far better position to ask for and obtain information and make

choices about nedical treatments than wonen who are more likely to be

intj:nidated by doctors and thus be compliant and unquestioning about

procedures they undergo (Scutt, 1992b). As the following excerpt

shows, lromen accept the authori-ty of the doctors. Yüomen bel-ieve what

doctors Say because of the perception of authority and power' even
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when this information is misrepresented as shown above, and even when

they have been given contrary information by individrrals !ùith lesser

perceived authority and power:

r hadn't heard of Clomid before in my Iife. one of my
girlfrienrts, a nurse, warned me. She explained that hormone-
drugs coufd be dangerous- At that tj-rne I didn't know what to
do wj-th her words. r desperately wanxed to þelieve the
gynaecoTogist. He was the aùthority and f thoùght he wouTd
know best. (Anon., cited by Klein & Rowland' 1989, p. 344i
ny italics)

that the medical profession can justify their manipulation of

avaitable information and (ab)use their po\^rer in order to "manufacture

consent" clearty takes the meaning out of informed', opponents argue.

The additional possibility that women wiII also be verbally coerced

into undergoíng treatment also makes the notion of 'consent' (that is,

willing compliance) questionable. when it comes to participation in

rvF programs some women report they have virtually been forced to be

tolerant and accepting, or run the risks of being demoted to the

bottom of the waitj-ng list or removed from the programs altogether.

One woman writes:

when r first came with my list of questions, Dr. X patted me

on my head and said, "Nov¡ don't you worry your Ij-ttle head
off. ïfe know what's best for you, so if you co-operate and
stop worryj-ng you'll have a good chance". later, however, he
stopped being so "nice" and once, when I complained about his
assistant being too late for egg píck-up - which means that I
had missed my chance that month - he commented sharply
"Doctor's wives always cause trouble", and "You want a child
don't you? rf you do, then give up your job, stop being a
problem, and co-operate-. So I felt I had to shutup or risk
delay on the program. (Anon., cited by Klein, 1989' p. 39).

Such verbal coercion conbined with 'milieu control' and misinfornation

in a patriarchaL society whj-ch structures women's desires and identity

tovrards motherhood and which views chitdtess r¡¡omen as social anomalies

is interpreted by radical feminists as a blatantly oppressive
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environment in which to make choices. This leads into the big issue

for radical feminists - that is, what degree of'choice'do infertile

\,ùomen really have when opting for technological reproduction.

'Choice'as it refates to fvF in particular wiIl be discussed in this

following section, while its relation to techniques such as prenatal

genetic screening in the Vilest and the Third World will- be discussed in

a later section dealing with the international implications of the

NRTS.

9. THE ISSUE OF 'CHOICE'

'Choice' is often put forward as a measure of informed consent'.

However, Corea (1985) asks:

what is the real meaning of a woman's "consent" to in vitro
fert-ilization in a socíety in whieh men as a social group
control not just the choices open to women but also vùomen's
motivation to choose? Any discussion of "rights- and
"choices" assumes a society in which there are no serious
differences of power and authority between individuals.
vühere power differences do prevail, coercion (subtle or
otherwise) is also apt to prevail. (p. 3).

Overt coercion does exist as shown above, but it comes in a more

subtle and insidious form too.

As shown at Èhe beginning of this essay, serious identity crises (for

women at l-east) are the conmon result of the medical confirmation of

infertility. The radical feminist standpoint argues these crises are

the outcome of the ideologicaL construction of j-nfertility as an

undesirable state, particularly ín a pronatalist society that gears

vùomen wholly to\^¡ards motherhood leaving no other equally socj-ally-

approved role for $¡omen. The existence of technologies which promise

to overcome infertility (for sone) and the stigmatisation that goes

\rrith it thus constitutes a 'coercive offer' (Lauritzen, 1990). As
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Lauritzen (1990) states, some women "may not wish to undergo the

trauma of an in vitro procedure, but unwillingly do soo (p. 40)

because of the social and ideological pressures exerted on them, and

because they percej-ve the personal and social dísadvantages associated

\,,¡ith being involuntarily childless as worse than those associated with

reproductive technologies.

Because of the glamourised portrayal of the l{RTs and their exaggerated

success rates, the technologies become attractive and "almost

compulsory" (KIein, 1989, p. 248) , $¡ith many \rùomen f inding it

difficult to refuse to try the technologíes at least once' and, once

accepted into a program, finding it extremely ilifficult to quit. one

\¡70man writes:

I've been chasing a baby ever since I was twenty-two. You've
got to draw the line somewhere. Thirty-five was going to be
uítu but I stil-l- feel that physically and mentally f
could still have a child. (Anon., cited by Crowe' 1987' p.
e2l

Another woman states:

For the last twelve months I've been trying to kid myself
into saying that f don't care if f quit anyhow. I'd like to
be in a position so that I feel more free and not subject to
any manipulation But reaIly, ..., it's been a struggle
inside myself, and I never reached that stage where f could
say r could quj-t. (Anon., cited by Crowe' L987, p.97 l-

Kozolanka ( 1989 ) claims that the almost daily advances in

technologies, hailed as'medical breakthroughs' constantly offering

'new hope' make it "downright irnpossible" (p. L22) to choose to 'give

up' -

isn't" (Kozolanka, 1989. p. 121).

Kirejczyk (1990) points out that making the newest technologies

publicly available is high on the list of priorities of medical

fn her words the'choice'to'gj-ve up'is the "choice that
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specialists who are keen to advise their patients of these nerrú

developments. Conbined wíth this is the patient's tendency to be

"afraid that they may tater regret their decision not to us¡e a

particular technique" (Kirejczyk, 1990, p. 271. To avoid future

regrets then, individuals frequently try each new technology as it

becornes available. In one sense each nehr development is another

enticement to women and the thought of having regrets in the future is

coercive enough to make vromen try. One woman reports that:

when you know you've got a chance and you're not makíng
the most of it ... you don't wantr in years to come, to think
- If only we'd tried one more time! (Anon., cited by Crowe'
1985a, p. 551).

At least if M is tried once, then the infertile !ìtoman will be

perceived by herself and her farnily and friends as having done

everything possibte, and wiII then be able to assume a more acceptable

position within society - her position will be understood by others,

rather than Scorned. Women often report a Sense of "great relief",

"liberation", "peace of mind" and closure when they finally realise

that M has not worked for them and that having a biologically-

related child is no longer an all-consuming issue (Koch' 1990).

In sunmary, because the 'choices' available to j-nfertile uromen are

structured in a controlled pronatalist and patriarchal environment,

they cannot be thought of as 'authentic' or 'free' choices argue

radical feminists - rather they should be seen as ideologically forced

choices. The existence of coercion, subtle or otherwise and the fact

that women are 'choosing' reproductive alternatives and exercising

their so-ca1led 'procreative- Ii-berty' under lùhat are clearly coercive

and artificially maniputated circumstances means that their autonomy

and ability to 'be rational' are both questionable.
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10. TIIE CONCEPT OF 'AUTONOI.IY' IN REPRODUCTIVE DECISTON-HAKING

In relation to reproductive liberalism and the NRTs rationality and

autonomy should theoretically operate thus:

I believe that r have the power to make an informed choice to
use these technologies responsibly, ethically, and
holistically. To say "no". To say "not that vûay". To say
"that's enough". (Fedeski-Koundakjian, cited by vanderwater,
L992, p. 2L6).

Ilowever the radical feminist arguments presented in the previous

sections showed that \,vomen are prevented fron making a completely

'informed' decision because of the biased and misleading information

about the NRTS provided by the medical profession. To say "no" also

is not an easy or particularly viable 'choice' in pronatalist society.

In addition, documented reports such as Kírejczyk's abover suçJgest

that it is also very difficult for women to quit the program without a

baby, and to accept their childless status.

According to critícs, the decision to say "that's ênough" is an

extremely complex emotional and social one, and cannot be viewed as an

objective and rational decisíon made lightty. It is obvious that many

inf ertile \lromen do not f eel- they have the po\,ùer to quit, and the

seemingly relentless pursuit of a genetically-related infant neans

thåt women are often not in an emotional 'mind-set' conducive to

accepting infertility or to making their lives fulfilled without

children. Despite this, Fedeski-Koundakjian assumes that she can

override al-l- these personal and ideological constraints and in fact,

be autonomous in her decision-making and use the technologies without

experiencing exploj-tation. rhis attitude however bel-ies both the

social and ideological forces which construct and limit choices and

autonomy outlined above, and the fundamental gender inequality of

l-iberalism. The qender imbalance associated with liberalism will be
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the focus of the next section.

11. GENDER INEQUÀLITY AND THE PRIVTLEGING OF I,IALE REPRODUCTTVE GO]ILS

Liberalism grants the rights to procreative autonomy and liberty on

the basj-s of the assumed possession of such independence and

rationality as expressed by Fedeski-Koundakjian. Rationality itself

is taken to be a gender-neutral trait, possessed equally by males and

fenales. Hori'ever critics point öut +-haÈ the ab,ility to 'be rational'

and to have access to'rational knowleclge', ín praetice. is associated

rvith +-he masculine (Ll-oya!, 1984), and that consequently, rational

knowledge aims to transcend 'the feminine'- Thus, liberalism is

grounded in a phiJ-osophieat tradition based on the opposition and

domination of women. rt j-s a system into which women cannot sinply be

'inserted' {Lloyd, 1984). Cri+-ics therefore question'.'rhether it is

possible in such a systeIF. to simply grant "l'¡omen's rights" to

reproductive autcnomy and freedom, firstly given +-hat the ineguality

of v¡omen is an organising principle of liberalism, and secondly, given

that society and its structure and organisation are fundamental-Iy

sexist -

Radical feminists ..vould argue +-hat sexisr¡. and the power differentials

existing betv¡een vromen and men mus+- be abolished before there can be

any real recognition of "'.r'omen's rights". With this in nind radicals

point to the fact +-hat it ,is r.romen who are beíng used to fulfil the

reproductive intentions of nen and in this process r.romen's so-=calleC

'rights' to procreati.,'e libertlr, privacy and self-de+-ermination are

clearly no+- egual to men's rights to the same. fn faclL radical

feminists point out that i+- is no+- difficult to see how the simple

decl-aration of 'vtomen's rights' and the eonsequent assumption that

r^romen are therefore equal to men serve to undermine $/omen and move
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reproductive power subtty across to males. Às mentioned previously

the assumption of equality and the focus on the ungendered individual

of liberal hu¡nanism obscures the oppressive social context of the NRTs

which is seen by radicals to be exploitative of women-

Janice Raymond's incisive critigue of liberal hunanism (1994) explains

this gender inequality in terms of the NRTs. She argues that in

relation to the right to procreative liberty -arrangenents such as IVF

and surroçJacy privilege men and mal-e reproductive goals, while

seriously dísadvantaging 'vùomen. Because men and women are assumed to

be equal under liberalism, their input into technological procreation

is also assumed to be equivalent. In effect, undergoing multiple

invasive, ernotionally distressing and possibly hannful procedures (as

in rvF), or giving 9 months of fife (in the case of contractual

surrogacy) is treated as the same as "popping sperm" (Raymond, 1994, p.

80), which clearly is not the ease. Ío j-gnore a woman's greater

inwestment into the reproductive process reduces her once again to a

mechanical- breeder without rights (Raymond, 1994).

Furthermore, in custody disputes, particularly in surrogacy cases,

women and men are assumed to be equal in the eyes of the law. Ifowever

this obscures the fact that women generatly in a patriarchal system

are socially and economícally disadvantaged in relatíon to men. This

serves to privilege 'father-right'. The 'Baby l![' case demonstrated

this as V,Iill-ian Stern, with his bourgeois background and strong

financial situation, was privileged over the working-class l,[ary Beth

V'Ihitehead. Stern was seen as Þeing able to provide a f ar more

'secure' (that is economically and therefore a more emotionally

stable) environment for the baby than could Ìfhítehead.
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This gender inequality essentially privileges the 'sperm source',

rather than the woman who should be considered the 'real'mother since

she made a major contribution to the child's fornation (Rayuond'

79941. !ùomen's rights are being undermined while "men's/father's

rights" and'foetat rights'are becoming more and more prominent and

legally justifiable. Raymond (1994¡ points to the foetalist legal

climate in which cases are seen to be more 'winnable' if the arguments

are based on foetaL ríghts and personhood than if they are based on

$romen's rights and personhood (Raymond, 1990; 1994). The foetus has

becorne an entity separate from the woman's body, but joined to

'fathers'/sperm donors, protected by the state and the law. In this

process, women are turned into "spectators" (Raymond, 1990, p. 49l,

and have very little protection, and little input' except as the

'receptacles' for the foetus.

Gender inequatity is also evident in the right to prívacy. According

to radical feminists and other critics of the l-iberal position' a

woman's right to privacy in reproductive and other matters often

translates into "a man's right to do wj-th/to her what he wishest

shrouded in the privacy of his bedroom, his courts, his country"

(Raymond, 1994, p. 821. The right to privacy not only permits male

access to women's sexual capacities in the 'private' realms of

prostitution and pornography as explained previously but also a1lows

unlímited access to ïùomen's reproductive capacities. The male abuse

of women in sexual, reproductive and domestic spheres is justified by

the right to privacy (Raynond, 1994). The right to privacy equates to

A 'ma1e entitlement' in the same $¡ay that unl-imited procreatj-ve

Iiberty equates to the right for men to use women to fulfil what are

essentía1Iy male reproductive goals (Raymond' 1994).
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The concept of 'unlimited procreative Iiberty' while privileging men,

al-so serves to bolster heterosexist and patriarchal norms of

'appropriate' family structure. Unlimited procreative Iiberty is

deliberately not extended to lesbian women, or single or divorced

women (Kaufmann, 1985) - their 'choices' are therefore restricted

rather than broadened. Againr this is seen by radicals as being

another way in which male and conservative interests are protected at

the cost of women. Living independentl-y of rnen and trying to create

an alternative family lifestyle is made difficult by leEislation which

systematically excludes those women viewed as threatening to

patriarchal values, povrer and social 'stability'. For example, in one

report, the grj-tish Council for Science and Society states that:

In so far as the social norm clearly associates childbearing
\¡¡ith fanily life and parents who are married, this practice
[of providing ÀrD for single heterosexual women and lesbians]
is abnormal AID to single vromen will increase the social
problems of child-care and welfare, and the encouragement of
l-esbian famj-Iies can be seen as a threat to normal family
Iife, to say nothing of both instances faiting to provide a
nurturing father-figure. The imbafance of interests in these
cases suggests that the practice should be discouraged.
(BCSS, cited by OveraÌl, 1986, p. 43).

IVF then, is generally available only to heterosexual married women or

!ùomen j-n a stabfe cohabiting relationship with a male (Thom, 1988).

Because of the cost of the treatment (around A$3r000-$4,000), access

to lVF is usually also restricted to women who can afford to PaY'

namely rniddle-ctass women (Crowe, 1987). For poorer women, M is not

even a nominal choice. Some women state that the most pteferable

situation is to be financially supported by a partner since requesting

tirne off work for virtually one month in every three (Crowe, 1985a) is

prohibitive for most employers. As one r{/oman writes:

After my first go lat IVF] they (the employers) told me that
either f qo on the program or f give the job away. I've
heard of a few girls who've had that happen. They know their
job is on the line by having to go into hospital every day
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(Ànon., cited by Crowe, 1985a, p. 551).

Vtomen are not only not equal to men under reproductive liberalism, but

patriarchal por^rer serves to create inequities and hierarchies between

!úomen on the basis of sexuality and class as well.

In the following section radical feminist work examining the global

implications of the NRTs wilt be discussed. The eugenic potential of

the NRTs and the abuse of technologies in the Third World as weII as

the developing international surrogacy market are central to this

discussion.

L2. THE EUGENIC POTENTIAI OF TEE NRTS

In historical terms eugenic ideology has given rise to the ethnic and

cultural cleansing of the Nazi Holocaust, selective sterilisation and

inmigratíon laws in Britain and the US, and the attempted elimínation

of all people with "schizophrenia, feeble-mindedness, manic depressive

insanity, genetic epilepsy, Huntington's chorea, blindness, deafness,

physical deformity or alcoholism" in Germany from 1933 onwards (K1ein,

19 8 9 , p. 259'ì . K1ein writes that :

Reproductive and genetic engineering has a history; what is
ne!ìr is only the ref ined technology which nolù makes it
possible to select '!ìrorthy' and eradicate future 'un\rorthy'
human life at the time of conception. (Klein' 1989, p. 2601-

That medical technotogies norrü not only have the power to determine how

babies are born, but 'brhat type are born (Uinden, L985) ís the key

criticism of radical feminist writers.

Disability rights advocates al-so closely monitor developments in

reproductive technology and genetic engineering and argue along with

radical feminists that the eateqorisation of genes as either'good'or
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'bad' ( that is, 'handicapped' in some \"ray ) is a highly political

decision, not just a medical- one (tfinden, 1985). Such writers suggest

that genetic engineering and other techniques including

preimplantation diagnosis (PID), prenatal screening via amniocentesis

and chorionic villus biopsy (CVB), ultrasonography, and selective

abortion of foetuses identified with a known genetic disorder, aim to

improve and eventually perfect the human race. They see genetic

screening tests for example as a way of aborting handicapped people

even before they have been given a chance at life, eradicating genetic

'defects', and of implementing sexist and racist ideologies (Henry,

1987i Groth, 1987). Such techniques are thus underpinned with a

eugenic ideology claim opponents, supported by eontemporary

reductionist medico-scientific statements which argue for the genetic

bases of all diseases and disabil-ities, and which stress the

importance of early screening tests (for exanple, Baird, cited by

K1ein, 1989).

Eugenic ideology greatly oversimplifies the political, economic and

personal issues invofved in disability by classifying all disabilities

as unenviable and by assuming that society wilt be'better off'

without disabled people. This of course fail-s to grasp the ideas that

people can become disabled at any time from infancy through to

adul-thood, and that people with disabilities are not necessarily

'handicapped' but can often Iead full and satis fying Iives .

Furthermore, most, if not all, people with disabilities would resent

being classified as a'welfare burden'and therefore J.ess

intrinsicalJ-y 'worthy' than 'able-bodied' people. rhis eugenic

ideology also gives the impression that 'perfect' babies are desirable

and easy to engineer, and that genetic screening tests are a'fail-

safe' method of achieving this goal.
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There is some evidence however to suggest that amniocentesis and CVB

may cause niscarriage ín some instances (Barte1s, 1988). Further,

chorionic villus tissue has been found to be not exactl-y

representatj-ve of the foetus and may have a greater numþer of

abnormalities present, Ieading to a smaIl percentage of

miscl-assifications of healthy foetuses resulting in unneces€ary

abortion (Bartels, 1988; Schei, 1-9921. In addition, only relatively

few genetically-rel-ated diseases and disabilities can be identified by

prenatal genetic screening tests, despite the image of technical

thoroughness projected by medical science on all- fronts.

Despite these guite major linitations genetic screening tests continue

to be presented as !ìrays of allowing a woman to 'understand' her

pregnancy better and to help her make an informed decision if any

abnormalities are detected.

Ho\^rever, given that such technologies can be clearly located in a

eugenic framework \Àrj-th a definite historical basis lt ls possible to

argue that the issues of 'helping' women make decisions about their

pregnancy, and the overall goals of improving the social gene pool and

reducing the tinancial cost to the state of looking after people with

disabilj-ties are becoming increasingly conflated. The main question

raised by these issues is whether genetic screening tests are

increasing \,\romen's choices, or whether they are in fact being used as

agents of a eugenicist ideology.

13. PRENATÀI GENETTC SCREENTNG AND THE CONCEPT OF 'CHOICE'

Radical feminists clearly argue that the advent of new technologies

claining to provide more information about the genetic and physical
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state of the f oetus are in f act curtailing tromen's reproduetive

choices, not enJ-arging them. ft is the state that is gaíning control

over the increasingly mechanised production and quality of hunan life,

not women. As Rothman (1984) points out "in gaining the choice to

control Èhe quality of our chiidren, we may be losing the choice not

to control the quality, bhe choice of simply aecepting them as they

are" (p. 30 ) . Srritow ( 1986 ) further questions r,r¡hether the supposed

increased 'choiee' offered by prenatal genetíc screening techniques is

actually a 'choice':

Is it a choice to know your baby night be born r*ith a certain
health problem, ârrd this problem night be mild or serious,
and you might abort this so-calied questionable fetus even
though by the bime you've got these inconcl-usive test results
you'Ee already in your fífth month? (Snitow, 1986' p. 46).

In a suecinct cornnrent appiicabfe to ali the NRTs Hubbard (1985) points

out that the supposed increased choices offered by technologieal

innovations ',merely replace one set of social constraints wj-th ne!'r

ones" (p. 575). The uncertainty created by not knowing certain

detail-s about the baby has been replaced by the conflict and

uncertairrty creabed by knowinq details about foetal condition.

For opponerrts of the NRTs inereased information does not equate to

increased control and choice. R.ather, the provision of infornation is

pereej-ved as part of the insidious process of 'medicalisation" a

process which takes control away from womén, leavirrg them !ùith reduced

power and self-determinatíon. As Petchesky (1984) explains, foetal

medicine:

is currently being used ideoiogicaliy Ëo discredit or
cireumvent the decision-making autonomy of pregnant women, in
consultation with doctors, about whether to carry through a
pregnancy and through what medicaf means. ft is a pretext
for defining lwonren] as merely the biological vessels of the
unborn. (p. 353. )
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Such 'advances' in prenatal screening techniques are obscuring the

rights and general rvel,fare of the mother, while emphasising the rights

of the foetus. This is exemplified in cases of court-ordered

caesarean sections where doctors have gained the rj-ght to ,,restrain a

woman and do the surgery under a court order if the women refuses

surgery and the fetus is said to be at risk', (Ro\,¡land, 1987, p. 5251 .

The foetus thus becomes 'the patient, \¡rith futl rights, while the

gestating woman is merely 'the receptacle, for the foetus who can be

held liable for foetal injury (Woliver, 1989 ) ; in some cases the womb

is even constructed as a 'hostile environment, (Corea, 1985) which

itself could damage the foetus.

Knowíng about foetal condition has become al-most unavoidable since the

very existence of technology like amniocentesis pressures women into

using it. The women who do have access to it know they could be made

to feef negligent or may even be subject to tegal action at a later

stage if they refuse (Minden, 1985). As Lasker and Borg write:

.A woman does not have a free choice to use a technology if a
physician tells her that it is for the good of her baby and
she wou]d be irresponsible not to use it. It will not be a
choíce whether or not to have our embryos or foetuses checked
for abnormalities if society condemns \ùomen as irresponsible
if they qive birth to handicapped chitdren. (cited by
Woliver, 1989, p. 34).

It subsequently becomes a woman's fault rather than an act of fate if

her baby is born with a deficiency which coul-d have been identified by

genetic screening tests she refused to undergo (Hubbard, 1985). She

then is blamed for causing the baby's physical pain and the socio-

emotional trauma caused to the child invol-ved wíth l-iving in a society

which stilt overtly discriminates against people with disabilities.

The 'choice' to all,ow genetic screening of the embryo hardly
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constitutes a choíce in a context vrhere there is prejudice against the

disabled argue radical feminists. In a society which makes it

extremely difficult to raise a disabled child due to lack of adequate

financial and social support, the option of not aborting a foetus

identified as handicapped is not open for many people (for example,

Rapp, 1984). The social context in which such a decision is made

hor,vever, is obscured by liberalism which places fuII responsibility

for the decisj-on squarely lrrith the woman concernedr ràther than on

wider discrimination against the disabled.

Another central concern for ferninists is that the NRTS, designed for

specific purposes and for specific populations, will be used on

expanding groups of women thus affecting lvomen on a global sca1e, not

just those experiencing infertility. The autonomy of aII women is

threatened by the encroachment of specialised technology on women's

li-ves (Vüoliver, 1989). IVF and prenatal genetic testing are prime

examples of this and opponents of the NRTs argue that it is highly

tikely thät this pattern wj-l-I eventually extend into other

technologies as well (Corea, Hanmer, Klein, Raymond & Ro\.üIand, 1987).

fVF for example hras developed initially for \^¡omen !ùith blocked or

damaged Fallopian tubes - now its use has been extended to fertile

women with infertil-e male partners who \,ìrant a genetically-related

child (Laborie, 1988). In addition, prenatal screening was initially

employed in situatíons where the risk of genetic abnormalíty of the

foetus \^ras suspected to þe high. Now, such techniques are being

incorporated into routine obstetric care, with ultrasound for example

being "almost inescapable" for most pregnant r,ìromen attending hospital

(Lippnan, 1992r. Likewise, amniocentesis has become standard

procedure for pregnant women over 35 with the ain of detecting the
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extra chronosome associated with Down's Syndrome (Lippman, L992r.

Until a few years ago prenatal- genetic testing was restricted to the

identification of Down's syndrome, spina bifida and Tay-sachs Disease,

but it now alfovùs the identification of sickle-cel_I anaemia,

thalasseruia, cystic fibrosis, Iluntington,s Disease, muscular dystrophy

and haenophilia (Bartel-s, 1988) and the list goes on. As more

'defects' are identified, the definition of 'disability, broadens,

consequently narrowing the definition of 'no-à.l, (Ewing, 1990),

opening the way for the full-scale implementation of eugenic poticies.

As the number of identifiable disorders increase so the nurnbers of

pregnancies subjected to scrutiny wiII also increase. More and rnore

wo¡nen will cone under mêdicaf control, and increasingly their option

to not know about the health of the developing foetus wiII be shut

down. The technological incursion into rnromen's lives shown here

cornbined with the eugenic potential of the NRTs for radical feminists

means that !\romen's l-ives are being more closely scrutinised and

regulated. This is not only happening in the'advanced'lilest þut also

in the Third !,Iorl-d. This international- focus is the theme of the next

section.

T4. ABUSE OF NRTS IN THE THIRD WORLD

Radical- feminists argue that while infertility is being treated as a

disease in the industrialised West, it is fertility, o1 more

specifically, femal-e fertility, in the Third World which is perceived

as a disease (cuptaf 1991). Considering the global politics of

reproduction (as radical feminists do) provides the view that

'superior' middl-e-class white women in the West are encouraged to

reproduce while 'inferior' women-of-colour, generally poor, are
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actively discouraged in both the west and the Third t{orld (Arditti, et

â1., 1989; Bunkle, 1984; Clarke, 1984; Hartmann, 1987¡ Kamaf, L98'l;

Raymond, 1991). Targeting lvomen's fertility then is a way of

implenenting eugenically motivated population control policies,

allowing 'socia1Iy desirable' individuals to procreate while

simultaneously controll-ing the reproduction of 'undesirable' sub-

groups.

IvF for example is being used in India as a vehicle for examining

factors contributing to infertílity in the hope that it night be

possible to artificially replicate these in fertile individuals as a

means of populatÍ.on controf- On this point, Língam (1990) quotes

Bombay's Directo.r of the Ins+,itute for Research in Reproduction, Dr-

Anand Kumar, as saying:

The IVF-ER (sic) technique has nolv provid,ed a najor and
justifíable reason to investigate infertile couples
thoroughly and thus has offered many opportuniti.es to
identify and study factors eontributing to infertilJ-ty. And,,
an understanding of these factors may provide clues as +-o horìI
to induce infertility in fertile couples as a means of family
planning ... (Lingam. 199O, p. 15).

Other techniques such as PrD and selective abortion, when combined

rvith a worldwide preference for male chitdren, are being used in the

Third Vlorld to eliminate females, seen as the cause of population

problems and poverÈy i-n poorer countries (Patel , !999>2. Alr-:ady the

sex ratios of some societies are changing in favour of males (Eoskins

& HoLmes, L985). fn India for exanple, the application of

amniocentesis in conjunetion \.rith the one-child population con+-rol

policy qreans that the practice of femicide is coRmon (Roggencamp,

1989) as it is in China (Mosher, 1984; Rufford, 19941). Looking to the

future radical feminists suggest sex selective technologies and
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abortions could lead, Iike the possibility of ectogenesis, to

"gynocide" (Corea, 1985, p. 194r, the final dehumanisation of women

and the end of women's culture (Moen, 1991). Women, rather than nen,

are seen as beíng problenatic breeders, whose fertility needs to be

controlled.

Contraceptive drugs banned in the West because of their harnful

effects are being'dumped'on women in the Third Vlorld (Luthra, L993)

who are given 'incentives' such as food, clothing or a month's wages

in return for being sterilised or implanted with the long-acting

hormonal contraceptives Net-En 
,and 

Norplant, and other pills and

injectables such as Depo-Provera. That the aetuaf nunbers of women

entering contraceptive programs or being permanently sterilised

increases during poor agricul-tural seasons suggests to some critics

that women only enter such programs in order to avoid starvation and

to provide food for their fanúIies (Gupta, 1991).

'Choice' in this eontext is therefore non-existent argue radicals

because the 'incentives' offered are usually necessities which can

hardly be refused. This coercion however is cl-ouded by liberal

rhetoric in which contraceptíve techniques are often presented to

Third World lvomen couched in terms of.'reproductive freedom'or

'choice'when in actual fact they are misused to exert external state

control- over \domen's bodies (Gupta, 1991) in order to fulfit an

explicitly political agenda3. liberal- discourse portrays women as

having the 'right' and the 'freedom' to use or refuse medical-

technology; this so-cal-Ied 'freedom' however is a "smoke screen for

rned-ical experímentati-on and, ultimately, for the vi,olation of women's

bodies" (Raymond, 1994, p. ix).
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In the \.rider context of sex selection in India especially, husbands

and mothers-in-law regularly pressurise \¡ùomen to undergo amniocentesis

(Luthra, 1993), so again this decision is not made freely. Even if

the pregnant woman herself 'opts' to undergo sex testing such a

decision has to be seen in light of the male preferential nature of

fndian society and the devaluing of women who produce females (Patel,

1989). AIso, r/ùomen are reluctant to have a daughter grorrù up Ín a

worl-d in which she is likely to be abused and devalued, as the mother

herself as been (Luthra, 1993). In this sexist and patriarchal

context feninists claim the 'choice' to abort foetuses identífíed as

female is a culturally forced and therefore coercive 'choice'

(Woliver, 1989 ) which decreases \ùomen's actual freedom and personal

agency.

Feminists have raised many concerns about the social implications of

sex sel-ection technologies combined with selectj-ve abortion. They

envision a future society in which the few existing women will be

val-ued only for their sexuaf and breeding functions whieh witl in turn

reinforce patriarchal values. Rowland (1985a) for example claims the

sex imbatance will- l-ead to a rise in the rnale'val-ues'of aggression,

the sexual and physical abuse of women, alcoholism, random violence,

the further curtailment of !üomen's employment opportunities and the

development of polyandry. women's autonomy would be greatly reduced.

Men would dernand breeding rights and sexual satisfaction from the

dwindling numbers of women, creating an exploitative situation in

which female suicide rates would be sure to increase (Rowland, 1985b).

women rnight conceivably be kept in a 'reproductive brothel-' and

function as 'reproductive prostitutes'. selling wombs, ovaries, and

eggs in much the same Ìì/ay as sex workers sel1 varíous parts of their

bodies (Corea, 1985b). In this futuristic dystopia women would be
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reduced to machines trapped in an endless cycle of insemination,

pregnancy and chil-dbirth and would have no human dignity - quality

control, efficiency and productivity would be the main goals-

Corea (1985b) argues this is not such an incredible scenario since the

model for the human 'reproductive brothel' exists already in the form

of ,factory farms' for animals. Radieal- feminists are of the opinion

that trends in animal husbandry which currently involve the

manipulation of animal (and crop) species to produce increased and

therefore more profitable and controllable yields are indicators of

vrhat may happen to women in the future. That aninals and women do not

"inhabit vastly different categories in a male supremacist world"

(Corea, 1985b, p, 301) - that is, women are treated much like animals

by men - and, are not permitted the same degree of bodily integrity as

males, means the very same ideology which permits the use of

, genetically unworthy' ani:nals as surrogates for 'superior' stock is

easily transferable to women; already a form of the reprgductive

brothel- is developing in the human surrogacy industry (Corea' 1985b).

This is dealt \"¡ith in the following section.

15. THE TNTERNATIONAI SURROGACY TNDUSTRY

Already some legislators in the united States are advocating for the

,institutional-ising' of surrogacy, in order that potential surrogate

mothers coutd be licenced and regulated (Corea, 1985b). rhis is

beginning in the US in a format v¡ay hrith quarterfy registers of

potential surrogate mothers, including photographs and brief

descríptions, notably of genetic characteristics, currently being

published by at least one known surrogacy agency (Corea' 1985b;

f'Iil-fians, 1995). The h'ay is thus open for the development of a class

of 'professional breeders' with surrogacy providing an "undemanding
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career" for women (Packard, cited by Corea, 1985b, p. 301).

If this were the case corea (1985b) argues there would be little

difference between animals and their cycles of forced repetitive

breeding and women, who would essentially be doing the same. Thus,

surrogacy for radical feminists should not be seen as a contractual

arrangement betvfeen an indj-vidual Iùoman and a 'desperate'

commissioning couple, but aS the procurement of women for breedinq

purposes (Raymond, 1991).

It is also possible for a surrogate to gestate an embryo conceived

lrrith another woman's egg, and thus, considerations such as race t

hereditary traits such as intelligence and physical appearance' and

even maternal- health to some degree would cease to be important

factors in the selection of an appropriate surrogate. rhis' argues

Corea (1985b) has enabled the hiring of surrogates to extend rapidly

into impoverished Third World areas (cuatemala and Sri Lanka being

documented examples - see Raynond | 19941 | beconing a cottage industry

in areas where women are willing to settle for a lesser surrogacy fee

than their US counterparts (Baruch & D'Adamo' 1985).

Women of the Third World are thus both physically and financially

exploited when they are hired to gestate and birth babies for couples

in the wealthier industrialised countries argue opponents ( for

exampl-e, Rayrnond | 1994). Radícal feminist analysis indicates this

Ieads to the further oppression of women, defining poorer women as

'inferior' and suítabte only for gestating the enbryos of 'superior'

(white, Vûestern, middle-cIass) individuals. Women are being used as

instruments in an internationaf system of breeding (Raymond, 19941;

their rights as individuals hrith autonomy and rationality are non-
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existent. It is clear that Third World women are being exploited by

!{estern capitalism al-ong sex and race lines. Their relative poverty

and powerlessness is also being exploited and compounded by the so-

called 'ehoice' of internationaf contractual surrogacy. In turn this

affects the global status of women and does not lead to a more equal

or humane world for any !ùomen, either in the third World or the more

industrialised nations because rdomen wilt continue to be defined

primarily as,reproducers' r'nurturers' r'mothers' and'reprOductive

objects,. This according to the radical feminist argument is

inherently oppressive.

(a) The liberal pro-surrogacy arqument

Reproductive liberafs however disagree with this radical- feminist

vision of surrogacy. They see surrogacy as being the altruistic

choice of an individual woman and this renders wider social eoncerns

about coercj-on and exploitation completely meaningfess. Andrews for

example argues that an individual's involvement in surrogacy, like her

invol-vement j-n pornography and prostitution, is premised on her

voluntary and informed consent and the operation of her rationality

and right to choose.

The radieal feminist argument that poorer women are coerced into

acting as surrogates because of their poverty or disadvantaged

backgrounds is dismissed by liberals. For writers such as Lori

À,ndrerars surrogacy offers a 'choice' to \^romen which they are free to

accept or refuse. Becoming a surrogate is not about sexual or

economic exploitation, but is about 'providing the opportunity' for

poorer women to escape their "desperate eonditions" (Andrews' 1986r p.

321, and presumably attain better living standards-
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Liberals argue

circumstances

encouraged to

firefighting,

again are based on

Since surrogacy is

to deny women this 'choice' to improve their life

seems inconsistent in a society in which people are

earn moñey from far more dangerous pursuits such as

car racing and underground mining, aetivities which

an individual's informed and voluntary consent.

the l-east technoJ-ogically-dependent form of the

NRTs, and is more or Iess like a 'normal' pregnancy, Iiberals argue

that it hardly poses a threat to \,lromen's health or well-being.

Surrogacy is therefore justifiable on these grounds.

(b) The 'body as property' principle

under liberalism a woman's body is construed as her property and thus

she is abl-e to rent out or sel-l- various parts of it as she sees fit.

According to Andrews. the 'body as property' principle is Iiberating

for women because it allows women to achieve equality !ûith men, at

l-east within the boundaries of the capitalist rel-ations of production

(Degener, 1990). Because a woman's body is now a marketable and

potentially profitable commodity rìromen now have a bargaining point and

a measure of power within capitalism. Andrews states that women will

have greater 1egal protection over the treatment of their bodies once

they are conceptualised as property (1986). In particular she argues

that under the current system individual-s do not have a share in the

financial profits to be made from medical research on their bodies,

and consent is not required as long as the body part is removed in

the course of treatment. This scenario arises for example in cases

where eggs or other tissues are removed during hysterectomy, or where

foetuses are retained after abortion for further research' or the

extraction of surplus eggs collected after superovulation v¿ith the

j-ntention of subsequently fertj,lising thern in vitro and using them

resultant embryos for genetic or other research. Treating the body as
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property however woul-d allow bodies to be put 'on the market' and

would require consent for all types of research and other medical

manipulations. This would ensure that patients !Íere protected from

coercion and v¡ouId be given the opportunity to be financiaJ-1y

compensated for their bodily contributions (Andrews, 1986). This

theoretically would eliminate the bases for unfair and exploitative

treatment. Radical feminists argue the exact opposite of this

liberalism.

Raymond (1994) points out that owning one's body and treating it as

property reduces it to a comrnodity wi-th 'use value' on1y, devoid of

individuality - this is the ultimate patriarchal intperative. The fact

that l^romen can treat their bodies as property believing they are

acting on their free will and in accordance with their right to self-

deterrnination does not mean that their bodies wiII not be treated as

property by others. The elxample of surrogacy, while being portrayed

as an altruistic choice clearly demonstrates that women's bodies are

being used as convenient objects by others in a capitalist market

system oL exploitation and oppression. As explained in previous

sections patrj-archal institutions are able to naintain women's

subjugation by deeming it necessary for vfomen to seII or yield up

various parts of the j-r bodies to med j-cal science and other

institutions of control. Selling body parts' even if financial

compensation is awarded, is not a path leading to liberation, but is a

r¡ray of giving up and forcing the conf inement of \À'omett actual

liberties.

This patriarchal prescription is concealed by liþeraI philosophy

suggestíng that selling body parts is the result of individuafs

exercising their indj-vidual wiII. As Dworkin (1983) has written:
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tTihe siare has consiructed the sociai, economic, anci
political situation in whj-ch the sale of some sexual- or
reproductive capacity is necessary to the survival of women,
anci yeÈ the sel-l-ing is seen to be an act of indivi-dual will -
t,he oniy icind oi assertion of incìiviciuai wiii in women thai
j-s vigorously defended as a matter of course by most of those
who pontificate on female freedom. (p. 1821.

For radical feminists selling body parts is not a libratory act but

deepens women's oppression and opens the way for further exploitå.tiÕn.

'Assertions óf will-' which have rèal power to subvert hetero-

patriarchal norms and which would augment women's individual freedom

in reaiity continue ùo be denie<i (Dworkin, 1983).

As sirown radical f eminists ârrd activisis in the lì/omen's health

movement have given compietely nevù meaning to the language of

enbodiment. They have been instrumental in suggesting that women cio

not 'o\¡vn' their bodies in the sense of property, but that \^romen are

tileir bodies. This conceptualisation establ-ishes the connectivity

between a women's physicãi body. her inùeiiect, personaiity, sense of

seif and her irrtegrity, ãnd her interreiatedness withr otfier women.

This connectivity cuts across ciass and rãce iines and is meant- t-o

create emotional and potitical solidari-ty. Once women percej-ve

ùhemselves as 'bêirrg théir bodies' they have regained control and the

power to refuse to yield control of their person to thé staté, to men,

or to Èhe f oetus. Irr ti=ris way they are abie to resist patriarchâl

povùer and subvert its meani-ngs. This attempt to reconceptualise women

as powerfui and whofe irrdividuais is the central projeet of radical

feminist political philosophy and organised resistance to the NRTs.

Få,Rf 4¡ RÀDrCÀL FEÀiri¡lST RESISEAICE TO THE ilRTs

].. PRÀCTICÀÌ, STRÀTEGIES

In response to the i'ssues raise<i by the ñR.Îs radicai ieminists propose
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(1)

(2)

a nunber of practical strategr-es'

follows :4

These can be summarised brieflY as

monitor information on deveropments in reproductive technorogies

by attending rnedical conferences regularly
usefeministmediatopubtishinforrnationaþoutrnedicalabuses'
personal expe
improve women
journals such
and collected
grass-roots information dissemination is necessary

combinefemínistpoliticaleffortsanddiscussionswiththoseof
other lJroups likely to ts in the NRTS'

for example, aisa¡itit organisations'

specific vùomen's heatth rder to build up

a combined vision of the hnologY

establishinformation-sharingnetworksbetweenfeministsandwomen
working in the medical and/or reproductive fields
share personal experiences of infertility and technological

interventions in oioer to define needs of women affected by the

(4)

(s)

(3)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)

NRTS
take part in policy-making processes in order make sure women's

needs and interests are represented and to ensure the medical

profession is nade more accountable for its actions
meetwithfeministsfromdifferentcountriestoassessthe
international impact of the NRTS' discuss what actions to take

and set up an international committee to keep tabs on developments

intheNRTS_theFINRRAGEorganisationandseveralinternationa}
feminist conferences have arready worked werr_in this area

estaþtish an ,International tri¡unat on Medical crimes Against

women' (corea' 1985þ) to document medical aþuses against \rÍomen

provide more counselling and support groups for infertile people'

that is, counselling that ena¡Ies people to accept and deal hrith

the consequences of infertility and move away from technological

repr Iling that encourages people to

keep causes of infertility
inst al and disease-related
and
factors

(11)advocateforuniformnational}awstostoplvFaltogetherandto
prevent the use of ernÞryos for genetic experimentation

2.

In addition to these practical suggestions for feminist organising'

radicalfeministsalsoproposestructuralandideologicalreform

withintheboundariesoftheirwiderpotiticalphilosophy.Inessence

this involves the poriticar struggre against the patriarchar forces

whichareperceivedtosubjugatewomenaSasocialclass.Radical

feminism thus provides an anarysis of the specific forms of mare

(10)
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control as they inpinge on both the private and public lives of women

and is intended as a !ùay for women to 'make sense' of aLl facets of

their lives and come to a feminist understanding of how patriarchal

ideologies have shaped, determined and distorted their experiences as

\domen. Radical feminism urges r,vomen to question these patriarchal

ideologies. It is the conf lict between \^rhat rvomen are meant to be

(that is, the patriarchal definition of womanhood¡ and what women

actually are (that is, the feninist definition of wonanhood) produced

by this questioning that opens the way for political activity and

social change. rf \domen realise (namely through 'consciousness

raising') that the dissatisfactions and conflicts they experience ín

everyday life are not the products of isolated individual- neuroses but

are the effect of calculated patriarchal social forces designed

specif i-caIly to oppress women as a c1ass, they wil-l- also be able to

grasp the conmonality of their experiences and use these similarities

as a framework on which to base political activity and the redefining

of lvomen Naming' patriarchy was the f irst step f or radical

feminists, and it led to the recognÍtion of comrnonal-ity of experience

and politicaJ- organising on the basis of female experiences,

sol-idaríty and sirnilarity.

The focus on understanding personal experience in a radical political

framework implies that the private sphere influences, and is

influenced by, the public sphere. Thus, political change can, and

does, result from personal action - hence the radical slogan 'the

personal is political' .

In this way radical feminists emphasise the need for each woman to

take a col-Iective responsibility for her actions (or inaction) and can

no longer view herself and her life as independent from the wider
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social and political environment. As Rowland and Klein (1990) point

out /the revofution takes ptace every d.y, not in an unimagined

future"; \^romen "in every day of our lives can make an inroad into

the destruction of negatíve seJ-f-image and negative l-ife experience

which male-dominated society hands to us" (p. 2761. Radical feminist

theory thus takes as its basis women's experiences and aims to provide

\iromen with alternative non-patriarchal definitions of womanhood.

rn this sense, poJ-iticat resistance inplies the shifting and changing

of \,ùomen's concepts of themselves, and the ideologies that construct

them. This takes places both through language and the subversion of

meaning, and through the process of 'consciousness raising', basically

a process of becoming ar¿ùare of issues, social dynamics and

consequences, and joining with others in potitical solidarity. This

unity, com.bined with speaking out and "breaking silence" aþout the

abuses of vromen in society is where the radical feminist movement

derives its strength and momentum. Through this combined power,

radical femj-nism seeks to hetp women reclaím their bodies, their

selves, their integrity and their autonomy and reconceptualises

v/omen's sexuality and motherhood from a major site of exploitation to

one of strength, pJ-easure and polver. It also attempts to provide

methods of subverting patriarchal meanings and organising resistance

to the dominant'male-stream' prescriptions of 'appropriate'

womanhood. It urges women to 'take time out' to rediscover themselves

as individuals and to examine and perhaps alter their purpose in life.

They want women to learn to value themselves. Once this is achieved

then v¡omen will clearly see how oppressive reproductive technologies

actually are and wiII refuse to cornply with them and the patriarchal

prescriptions of motherhood they uphold.
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In doing this, radical feminists are essentially attacking the concept

of 'ínfertil-ity-as-crisis'. That is, they refute the idea that the

inability to bear children is a huge probtem that can only be solved

by the applicati-on of technology. They question the ideology that

defines infertility as a problem that requires fixing at aII costs'

costs that affect both society and the individual. In response, they

look for other alternatives to the technological fix - namely, the

reconceptualisation of women as worthwhil-e and valuable individuals '

with or without children. Women should not be seen just as mothers,

or potential mothers, radicals argue, but as capable of filling a wide

range of other equally important and acceptable roles; the 'success'

and acceptability of a woman thus should not be judged on the basis of

her motherhood status. fhis coutd in part be achieved by changing the

meaning of human futfitment such that a life without children can be

viewed as equally futfilled as a life with children.

concepts of 'love', farni-Iy Iife, and nurturing are challenged by

radical f eminists, who \,{ant these to be seen as separate f rom narrow

bíological ties, and therefore as more encompassing. Women should be

Seen, and should See themselves, as capable of extending love and

nurturance outside of the maternal biologicat relationship' and must

begin to see and accept these opportunities. The perception of

adoption as a 'second-best' atternative should be challenged' since it

offers the same possibilities for emotional fulfitment and self-

actualisation that biological children do. Radical feminists then are

attempting to provide visions for:

a dif f erent kind of lif e: a l-if e vtithout one's own
biological children perhaps, a life in which a woman is
valued for herself, a lj-fe in which women value thernselves-
This entaíIs nothing less than \¡vorking towards a society that
cherishes a woman's fuII hunanity as an invaluable part of
the community; that sees her as a whole person- (Klein'
1989, p. 188).
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The feminist reelaining of the wholeness and integrity of ldomen is the

most vital aspect of the radical- feninist arguments against the NRTs.

Some feminists also point to the differences in moral development

þetween femal-es and males (Gilligan, 19821¡ women tend to perceive

themselves as interdependent and relative to others, while males view

themselves as independent. Judging female moral development as

qualitatively better than mal-e development, some feminists would l-ike

to see the incutcation of lvomen's moral values into the education

system in order that people grow up to become more connected and

socially responsible.

Radical feminists also urge political action to implement structural

change designed to remove the bases of sexism, racism, classism and

poverty that oppress women. They also suggest the necessity for the

reformation of science and technology which takes into account women's

whol-eness and whích has an ethics of integrity:

we seek a different kind of science and technology that
respects the dignity of womankind and alf life on earth. vle
call upon women and men to break the fatal link between
mechanistic science and vested industrial interests and to
take part with us in the development of a ne\d unrty of
knowledge and life (Arditti, et a1., L989t p. xxi).

The ultimate goal of radical feminism then is to create a society

where riüomen have regained their wholeness, integrity and unity and are

val-ued for who they are as individuals, and a society in which women

can be treated and accepted as self-determining human beings.

PART 5: SttMl.fARY SO FAR

The titerature review and discussion so far has attempted to go some

way towards looking at the essential- feminist concepts of 'choice' and
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'control' as they relate to the NRTS and the pro-technology arguments

of reproductive tiberal-ism and the critical- views of radical feminism.

Opposing conclusions on these concepts and the NRTs have been reached

by the t\ñro theoretical positions because of their f undamental

difference of perspective. Liberals focus on competitive

individualism, the inherent Iibratory benefits of scientific and

technological progress and the ultimate perfectibility of the human

race. Radicals on the other hand focus on the sexist and exploitative

nature of western capitalist-patriarchal society and the increasing

nedicafisation of women's lives facilitated by the encroachment of

technology into reproduction.

Radical feninists have shown that by basing their arguments on the

ungendered rational individual, liberals have managed to deny the

sexist social base from which technology develops. They recognise

none of the extral-egaI oppressive hierarchies existing between

individuals that radical critics do - that is, issues of sex, race,

sexuality and class as sources of oppression - and can therefore

'legitimately' claim that increasing choices equates to increased

freedom, autonomy and self-deterrnination for all.

It is the radical view however that the process of increasing 'choice'

through technological innovation is aJ-ways accompanied by directly

decreased choice for some \¡ùomen especially those whom technology

purports to 'help'. Eventually all women wil1 experience decreased

freedom, autonomy and self-determination as reproduction becomes more

technical, mystified and male-controlled.

I have attempted to show here how radical feminists have used the

understanding of why medicine andconcept of 'patriarchy' to v/eave an
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the experimental and unsuccessful NRTS may be seen as exploitative of

women,s bodies. The mechanisms through which female procreative power

is being usurped by males and the use of language to systematically

objectify and disempoì¡ler women \^¡ere also detailed. Àn explanation of

the coercive nature of the 'choices' offered by technological

reproduction demonstrated how the meaning of 'choice' has been

perverted, such that it no longer inplies a range of equally

accessible and acceptable options, but instead implies a single

patriarchally-endorsed and ideologically constructed prescriptive

pathway to motherhood which can seldom be refused - ,choice, then

becomes ,forced' not 'f:- ee'. The eugenic potential of the NRTS and

analysis of the exploitation of Third world !{omen through both

technology and the international surrogacy market were also

elaborated.

nadical feminists use their knowledge to critique the somewhat hollow

liberal notions of , informed consent' , 'choice' , 'reproductive

autonomy, and ,privacy' and to show how these concepts are used to

support an inequitable system privilegj-ng the procreative desires of

men and using women,s bodies to fulfil these desires.

Radical feminists use international networks and information-sharing

in orcler to gather evidence of abuse and exploitation and use their

globally-influenced cumulative viewpoint to facititate and organise

resistance to what they see as the technological take-over of

reproduction. such practical and political resistance is organised

within the parameters of radicat feminist political principles as

described. There aref however, Some conceptual l-initations associated

wi-th radicat feminist theory. These are the focus of the following

section.
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PART 6: TIIE pRoBLEr,fs ÃssocrATED IfrEE Rå,Drc.B,L FEl,rrrtrsM

1. THE PROBLE}Í WTTH 'PÀ

lrlhile radicar feminist theory appears to provide a good insight into
the sociar and politicar issues of technologicat reproduction and a
usef ul critique of some of the rna jor tenets of reprod.uctive
liberalism, there are two quite major conceptual difficurties
associated with the radicar feminist theoreticar approach. These

arise largely as a resul-t of the radical- feminist assumption of the
existence of 'patriarchy" that is, the system of soeial institutions
which oppress women on the basis of their sexual difference from men.

This fundamentar assurnption of patriarchy suggests a singre
determining cause for women's oppression, namely men and mare power,

and assumes that society is made up of immutabl_e male-dominated

institutions which interrock to form a grobal superstructure or grid
of oppression frorn which there rearly is no crear escape route,
except, perhaps, through feminist and/or resbian separatism. The

basis for social organisation and its dynamics then is essentiatl-y the
sexual antagonism existing between ,men-with-power, and ,$romen-

r"¡ithout-povrer', with the point of radj_cal feminisn being the eventual
empo\,verment of women through cR and poritical activism.

Patriarchy is viewed as a transhistoric, universal and all-pervasive
phenomenon, the power of whieh is exercised in a historicarry and

socially continuous rvay. Às was evidenced in the radical feninist
discussion of the NRTs, men, mascurinity and mare polver in the form of
the medical profession were taken to be ,the enemies, of arl- womeni

women everywhere and at differing historical moments \irere seen to be

the unwitting 'victims' of a fundamental-]y malevolent male-dominated

profession wielding its power over women in a process of
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medicaiisation and conüror so forcefui anci coercive that r,ùomen have no

real- hope of escaping. ln this process rñIomen are seen to racx

personai agency, anci become coil-uciers in their o\rrn oppression sinpiy

because their power has been usurped anci appropriateci by men, thus

reaving very iew resources of strength in inciiviciuar women wich which

they can resist rhe mal-e medicai hegemony. Conbining in soiiciarity

with other lvomen anci pooiing resources of knowiecige, experiences anci

poricícs are seen as the onry avairab-Le solutions to this cliiemma.

ratriarchy then is seen by raciicar feminiscs as an overarching anci

icientif iabre system oi interacting mísogynístic icieologies, l-aws anci

specificarly oppressive sociat anci cuiuurai insritutions - such as tile

medicar profession, porice force, army, church anci the eciucation

system - in which mal-e po\irer resicies. 'rhese structurar features of

society exist as tangibJ-e entities but are outsicie the controi oi

inciivi-ciuaÌs, that is, they are uncontroiiabl-e at the 'iocai' ievei.

Kather, tirey are controiieci anci operateci irom 'above' iargeiy by men

(or by 'maie-i<ientiÍieci tvomen') r^rhose povver is ciisperseci from there in

a one-way 'top-ciown' hierarchicai system cargeteci specificaily at

r¡romen. ¡tare power is also seen as located wichin arl inciividuar men

who are capabie of using, anci cio use t.heir po\irer to maincain their'

superioriry over women. Because of its apparent awesomeness anci all-

encompassing nature patriarchy becomes aimosc inescapabie.

l-'he response of raciicai ferniniscs ro what they see as this encircling

'wal-1 ' of pat,riarchaÌ oppression anci the remale ciisempowermenÊ anci

fragmentation causeci by the meciica.t- profession is Eo use uheir

suancipoint uo critique pat.riarchy, rearise ics oppressive nature anci

create an al-ternative non-expì-oitative ' rearicy' baseci on their

percept,ions of 'rrue' womanhoo<i anci femininit,y. mary uary expiains
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how

Þe

this process, groundeci rargeiy in J-inguístic rransformation, can

J_nl_tr_atecl:

Since we have come through the somber Passage of recognizing
the al-ien/arienating environment in which woman-hating
rituals vary fron suttee to gynecoiogicai iatrogenesis, we
can begin to treaci/rhread our way in new time/space. This
knowing/acting/Self-centering process is itsel-f the creating
of a nehr. women-icientiiieci environment. Ì=t is the becoming
of cyn/tlcology. rhis involves the cÍis-spelling of the
nincizspiritibociy porJ-utíon that rs prooucecr out ot man-macte
myths, language, ritual- atrocities, anci meta-ritual-s such as
'schol-arship' , which erase our Seives. .It al-so invoives ciis-
covering, the source of the SeIf's original movement, hearing
the moving of this movemenr. fr invoives speaking Íorth Ne\d
ù[ords which correspond to this deep listening, speaking words
of our i-ives. (Daiy, i978, p. J15).

Raciical feminists thus have a ciear vision of how society shoutd

eventually be, after the feminist revolution (enacted through the

transformation of Ianguage and the renaming of experience) has

achieved its ultimate goals.

Here, radicals assume that the empowerment of \iùomen through revolution

and rene\¡ving contact with'the Seff ' can'get beyond' patriarchy, and

that there is a 'beyond', or a locatable place of ul-timate unfettered

'truth' or 'realíty' to be stríven for and eventually 'arrived at,.

In suggesting this, the radical feminist position also assumes that

people are able to free thernsel-ves of the relations of power existing

in society through personal empovùerment.

Taking sexual/biological difference as its beginning point radical-

feminists seek to circumvent patriarchai oppression by redefining

sexual difference in order to give it a non-exploitative meaning.

They attempt to give fernaleness positive connotations rather than

negative ones. F'emininity, rather than being a sign of '\¡reakness',

'Otherness' and a source of cierision, contempt anci loathing, is
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reconceptuaiised under radical_ feminism as

subversive f emal_e po\,ver. Concepts such as

capacities to ,mother', ,iove,, ,nurture,

revaiueci as being of primary signiticance
gynocentric cul_ture. .Ihis concept of ,female

into the orher major theoretical difficulty
that is, the probiem of essentialism.

a iocus oi porerltially

't^romen-s assumeci innate

anci 'intuit' are also

to the production of

power' and energy leads

with râcij-cal- f eminism,

2. THE PROBÏ,EÞI ÛF ESSEÌüTTA],TS¡{

The essentiaiising tentiencies oi radical feminism are most evident in
the inpiicit assumption that women, sirnpiy by virtue of ,being female.
are j-n ali ways lmora1iy, inteil-ectualty anci emotionatty¡ different to
men. I4lomen's assumeci intri-nsic quaì_ities of warmth, nurturance,
peacefulness and interconnecteriness, or \,ùomen.s,essential nature,
(that is, characteristics ar-i women supposeciiy possess in conmon

þecause of thei-r bioJ-ogicai f emaieness ) , are vieweci as capabie of
curinq the world of its destructive, necrophilic anci dehumanising

masculine aspects. For raciicai feminists the natural_ ,goodness, of
women is necessary to, and in iact wiii be able to, steer society away

from its inherent 'badness' and ultimate annihilation.

Radicai feminists see themselves as the moral- ieaciers at the forefront
of this battl-e for a more humane humanity. This is evidenceci in their
call- for ari women t.o join them in the struggle to stop what they see

as the scientific and technologicai juggernaur from propeiling society
inexorabry towards oblivion. Beca.use their theory arrows them to
understanci the interconnecti-ons between capitalism, patriarchy,
women;s oppression and the ideological and technological forces acting
in society, raciicar- feminists feel t,hey trave a responsibility to the
rest of society to stop the technologicaJ- invasion of women-s lives -
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to paraphrase Renate Kiein here, raciicai Íeminists ,owe it to lvomen,

to keep them informeci about <ieveiopments anci to heJ-p them resist t.he

medicaiisation of women's bociies. hÍomen are seen to have the ability
and the ciesire to resist patriarchy because they are funciamentaliy

<iifferent from men anci therefore possess a conmon system of vaiues and

inherent characteristics universaiiy incompatibie with those of
patriarchy.

The iundamentai- assumption that al-i women are constituteci by a basic

conmon essence means that this implied comrnonal-ity can then be used as

a source of poiiticai unity anci soiiciarity. rt has been <ieemeci

necessary by some feminists (for example, spivak, Lgs4l5,) to
essential-ise the concept oi ,rvoman'an(i what it means to ,be femaie,

in orcier firstiy' to create poiitica.t- alvareness about women and to
J-end impetus to the feminist cause anci seconciiy, to have aiternaiive
icieas about 'womanhood' to those that are patriarchaiiy prescribeci.

The feminist aiternative can then be focuseci on as the enci-point of
the ieminist struggie for ícientj-ty and iiberarion. Radical feminists
aiso finci it necessari to universaiise the concept of ,!voman, in order

to examine the 'femafe experience' internationaJ-iy, rather than merely

localiy or in a specificaily fvestern lwhite, bourgeois, het.erosexuai¡

context. Critics oi tire NI(Ts have useri this strategy to emphasise the

simiiarity of vüomen's experiences woriciwicie in the iace of meciical

expioitation anci abuse and to draw a conmon threaci joininq v¡omen

together5- Examining <iifterences in this context accorciing to radical
feminists can oniy reaiiy be seen as ciivisive anci as contrary to their
overal-i goais of ciocurnenting anci overcoming gt-obai meciical- abuses anci

expioitation.

The probrem with this approach is rhar raciicai feminist theory, in
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presuming that aii women's iiveci experiences are basicaiiy simiiar in

many aspects, masks the ciiversiry of women. It faiis into the trap of

ciuplicating the misogynist tenciency to stereotype anci categorise

women. The impression I gaineci from reaciing the raciicai ieminist

l-iterature is that through the process of "ciis-covering the past|

tandl creating/dis-crosing the presentlfuture- (Dary, L978, p. I-)

feminists are re-cl-assifying women from the patriarchai concept of

'\iromen-as-reproctucers-and-nurturers' to what I perceive as the concept

ot'women-as-spirituai earth-mothers', imbueci, unreaiisticaiiy, with

the power to transform the imrneciiate environment anci the worlci in

general-. This is neither an appropriate, nor iair, categorisation of

vromen anci does nothing to acivance the feminist cause, in my opinion.

Rather, it maintains the cycie of oppressive ciefinitions of women.

Moreoverf at no point cioes such a ciassiiication manage to break out

iargely in ùerms ofof the misogynist tradition of ciefining women

biology. This raciical teminist quasi-ies-oian biotogism is exempiifieCl

clearJ-y by Acirienne Rich who wrote that:

f have come to beiieve ... that femaie biorogy - ihe <iiffuse'
intense sensuality raciiating out frorn ciitoris, breasts,
uterus, vagina; the iunar cycies oi menstruation; the
gestation anci fruition of iife which can take piace in the
iemaie bo<iy - has far more radicai impiications than we have
yet come to appreciate. Patriarchai thought has iimiteci
f emaie bioiogy to its olun narrow specif ications. The
feminist vision has recoil-eci from iemale bioiogy for these
reasons; it wiii, I believe, come to view our physicaiity as
a resource I rather than a <iestiny hte must touch the
unity anci resonance of our physicality, our bonci with the
naturai orcier, the corporeai grounci of our inteliigence.
(Rich, L979, p- i8).

This reciaiming of the femaie spirit is aiso put forwarci as the main

objective oi "qyniecology" :

Since femaie energy is essentiaJ-iy biophilic, the female
spírit/body is the primary target in this perpetual war of
aqgression against rife. GynlEcorogy Iand raciicat feminism]
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is che re-ciaj:ning of life-ioving femaie energy (DaIy' L978,
p. 3ss).

Thus, radical feminists frame their discussion of women in the same

terms of biology they find so demeaning and oppressive and thereby

perpetuate biologically-based stereotypes of women which do nothing to

undermine or subvert 'patriarchy' which stitl remains intact.

Further, it is not appropriate, I think, to claim moral superiority

and thus the 'right' to evaluate and pontificate about women and their

iives, or to prescribe courses of action and standards of ideological

and political correctness clearly unsuitabl-e for all vromen. rn

relation to the debate on infertility and the NRTs it is not fair to

suggest that infertite $romen who wil-I apparently go to any lengths to

obtain a child are 'victims' of false consciousness and that if only

they could "snap out of it' and realise the other possibilities for

self-actual-isation availabl-e, things woufd be better, both for them

and f or society generaliy. To put inf ertile \iùomen in such a

conflicting position and expect them, for the sake of j-deoJ-ogical

sounciness and the ultimate future oi women, to somehow abandon their

desire for a chil-d is a huge responsibility, and one which should not

be placeci with a specific group of women. Thi-s criticism of feminist

insensitivity to the needs and desires of infertile women has been

raised by other authors. This notion of 'false' versus 'feminist'

consciousness implies the existence of a 'feminist truth' that is

attainable if only women coulci just look beyond their immediate

oppressive circumstances.

Radical feminists reject the notion of an unmediated 'truth', but

rather claim that there is a 'core' unifying female experience

mediated and fragmented by factors prinariiy relating to race, class,
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sexuality and the male fear and jealousy of women. Once these are

abofished as sources of suppression of the female, then 'feminine

knowledge' and the 'feminine essence' wiII re-surface and begin their

social healing processes. this access to the healing powers of

feminine knowledge therefore emanates from within, arising from female

biotogy, and is not accessible to mal-es. Feminine experience and

knowledge will then be the basis on which to structure a healthy,

post-patriarchal society free of oppressions such as pornography,

prostitution and the NRTs - an environment grounded in the life-giving

and life-affirming qualities of women.

What I have attenpted to show here are the linitations of reproductíve

Iiberalism, namely its gender blindness, âs seen from a radical

feminist standpoint, and the limitations of the radical feminist

arguments opposing the NRTS. I have tried to explain how radical

feminism tends to rely heavily on the concepts of 'patriarchy' and

essentialism in order to underpin and structure its political

arguments. Such concepts themselves are reliant on the existence of

an ultimate 'truth' and 'reality' that is mediated by experience, and

the idea that, given üromen's resistance and political mobilisation,

women can move outside of the power relations that structure society

and into a feminist reality where their true selves can find

expression. Radícal feminists assume that ultimately women can create

and live in a society based in true femininity, free of mediating

f actors such as mal-e violence against r^romen, and race, class and

sexuality oppressions.

The main point in outlining these two deficiencies of radical feminism

is to show that while radical feminj-sts have certainly created an

alternative system, this new system is still firmly entrenched in the
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oppressive constraints of biological essentialism and a totalising

concept of patriarchal povrer which is ultimately resistant to change.

In relation to the NRTS, because the medical profession was portrayed

as a unitary patriarchal- institution controlled by men, women could

then only be seen as passive victims of the exercise of medical-

scíentific poÌver who coul-d do nothing but either become active

colluders in their own oppression as a result of their false

consciousness, or withdraw from patriarchal society altogether in the

form of feminist separatism.

Poststructuralist theory allows an escape route from this conceptual

bind through its acknowledgment of the irnportance of the mutually

interactive links between knowledge production, power and

subjectivity. Poststructuralism is able to account for social change

as well as historical continuities, by focusing more on subjective

diversity and fluidity than on the universatrity and unity of

patriarehal oppression. It does not view the world as a continual

battle of the sexes in terms of the dominant masculine and suppressed

feminine as radl-cal feminists do, but seeks to produce different \¡ùays

of conceptualising gender hrithout necessarily reversing existing

hierarchies (by revaluing the feminine) or lapsing into the political

dead-end of separatism and biologisn. In essence, it questions the

humanism on which reproductive liberatism and radical feminism are

based.

The most significant effect of poststructuralist thought in relation

to the NRTS is that it allows the abandonment of the idea that the

NRTs are designed by malevolent practitioners who set out specifically

to control women. Rather, the NRTS may be seen as the products of a

wider "regime of truth" which validates their development. Thus, the
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NRTS can be thought of as specific techniques arising from a

political, and historically and culturally specific, view of the world

in which they are sanctioned as appropriate - as results of the

intersections of various discourses which enable their development and

use. The following section wiII outline some of the major features of

poststructuralism, dealing especially with the concepts of 'power' and

its interaction r{ith 'discourse', 'language' and 'subjectivity'-

PART 7 z THE MAIN FEATURES OF POSTSTRUCTURAI.IST THEORY

1. THE REDEFINITION OF 'POTÙER'

Poststructuralism counters the above unitary concept of 'patriarchal

po!ùer' and the assumed ability of individuals to move outside of it,

suggesting instead that 'power' permeates and structures aII aspects

of subjectivity and bodity experience and cannot be escaped.

poststructuralist theory allows for the redefining of power from the

totalising, monolithic, 'power-over' model of patriarchy espoused by

radical feminism to one which focuses on the intricacies and local

workings of power - that is, how power, as exercised within particular

discoursesG, influences the everyday functioning and interactions of

individual subjects.

Foucault delineates this concept of 'power' as follows:

V{hen I think of the mechanics of power' I think of its
capillary form of existence, of the extent to which power
seeps into the very grain of individuals ' reaches right into
their bodies, permeates their gestures, their posturer what
they say, how they l-earn to Iive and vrork with other people
(Foucault, cited by Martin, 1988, p. 6).

The statement made by Foucault here is revolutíonary and runs contrary

to current dominant humanist discourses which presume individuals are

rational and sel-f-present., and able to access 'truth' and 'realíty'

through experience. Foucault suggests the individual is not the
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source of her subjectivity as radical and liberal feminists would

presume but rather that she is the effect of the intersections of

various specific cultural discourses. I take this to nean that the

ways in which an individual behaves and talks for example are the

visible manifestations of the discursive construction of her

subjectivity and are temporally and culturally specific. Such

manifestations then, do not emanate from any 'essential' or 'true'

inner self or the operation of her rationality and intellect on the

environment. Subjectivity is not innate and there is no 'feminine

essence', either in the radical feminist sense of'female nature'or

the liberal sense of 'rationality', existing outside of discourse

waiting to be discovered and recaptured, or used to discover 'reality'

through objective scientific means. For poststructuralists there is

no conmon essence which makes an índividual 'what she is' .

2. THE DECENTRED SUBJECT

T,rlhat this l-eads to is the notion of the'decentred subject', the idea

that subjectivity is chaotic and disunified and a site at which

meanings are continually being contested. Individuals thell are not

the integrated and rational beings striving towards perfection,

freedom and true hunan existence that liberal and radical feminist

discourses take them to be, but are fluid and subject to change - a

subject is always 'in process' and is continually being reconstituted

in discourse each time she speaks, thinks or acts (Ìteedon, 1987). The

unified, rational, self-present individual of Iiberal-humanist

di-scourse who bel-ieves hersel-f to be the 'author' or creator of her

orvn subjectivity is underrnined by poststructuralist thoughti rather'

she is the product of the struggle for dominance existing between

specific discourses.
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The benefit of this is that subjectivity becomes open and contestabre'

ratherthanafixed,universal'innateentityshapinqatlwomen's

desires,pleasures,emotionsandbehaviours.,Decenteringthe

subject' provides a ktay of allowing the subject to change and to

repositionherselfinrelationtodiscourseswhichsatiSfyher

politicsoraddressherneedsmoredirectly(Irüeedon,1987).Thus'an

individual is not lirnited to the 'either-or' (collusion or separatism)

approachofradicalfeminism.Italsoenablesthesubjecttogive

alternatíve meanings to her subjectivity and to understand the orígins

oftheconflictsandcontradictionsposedbyadherencetothedominant

discourse.Suchalternati.veshoweverarelike}ytobemarginalised

by, and in relation to' the dominant prevailing discourse of þeliefs'

moralsan.lpractices,buttheyneverthelesscontainwithinthemselves

the potenti-al to subvert the dominant worldview'

3. LANGUAGE AND I'IEANING

Forpoststructuralistsmeaningdoesnotexistpriorto}anguageandis

not reflected Þy languagei rather' meaning is produced within

Ianguage. r,anguage is seen as the mechanism through which the

meaningsofparticu]-ardiscoursesandthussubjectivity,andtherange

ofpossiblesocial,politica}andculturalorganisationsare

constructed. Because differences in social and political power exist

between discourses they are therefore constantly competing for

rlominance in the construction of human subjectivity' that is' the

everydaypracticesandactivitiesofindividuals.This,competition'

givesrisetodominantandcompetinqsubjectpositionsthemeaningsof

which are constituted in language' Language thus

crucialtothehighlypotiticalstruggle

subjectivitY.

becomes central and

over meaning and
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A particular discourse thus positions and'names'the subject and her

pleasures anil desires within the boundaries and limitations of the

discourse. porùer is clearly ínplicated in this process, both in the

sense of the constitution of subjectivity, and in the way a particular

discourse or body of knowledge acts as a regulating or disciptining

influence on subjectivity. Foucault (1981) suggested that the success

of power in this process of inscribing cultural practices on the body

is ,,directly proport.ional to its ability to hide its own mechanísms"

(p. 86). That is, the dominant discourses, those which have the most

influence, currently are those which appeal to ',nature' or 'biology'

because they are seen to arise from oÞjective scientific enquiry

removed from human biases, rather than direct political motivations'

As I will attempt to show in a suÞsequent sectíon of this essay, the

appeal to nature and biology is a significant part of the construction

of representations and subject positions associated with reproduction

and infertility.

To use language then is to take up a subject position within a

specific discourse - this act in itself both transforms the subject

into an 'agenL' of the discourse and makes her subject to its potÙer

and discipline.

4. DISCIPLINE

,Oiscipline'may be thought of as a "policy of coercions that act upon

the body, a calcul-ated manipulation of its elernents, itsgestures, its

þehaviour" (Foucault, cited by Bartky, 1988, p' 62\' Díscipline is

directly focused on the activities of the individuat Þody, ordering it

and constructing it; thus, the body can be seen as the locus of the

intimate operation of power. The link between power, knowledge äRd

the body, that is, the'social'and the'Iocaf is made. The effect
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of discipline is the production of self-regulating, "practiced"

"docile" subjects who comply with the recommendations of

discourse, and by doing so, thus maintain its power and ensure

perpetuation of the prescriptions of the particular discourse.

and

the

the

The internalisation of docility has been likened to the mechanics of

the ideal prison, the 'Panopticon' in the sense that the statê of

perpetual visibility induces a condition of self-consciousness in the

prisoner/subject such that sel-f-disciptining and thus the autonatic

operation of power are guaranteed. The body and mind are disciplined

in accordance with the prescriptions of the discourse. The value of

this Foucauldian notion of discipline is that power does not need to

be conceptualised as a brute forceT as overtly oppressive, but can be

seen as an insidious process whereby cultural practices are inscribed

on the physical body. To paraphrase Bartky (1988)' women are 'not

marched off at gunpoint' to undergo IvF, but do it willingly because

they have taken up the subject position and the self-government

associated \^¡ith the discourse(s) surrounding reproduction. The

identification of these discourses and a look at how they interrelate

is the uftimate aim of this essay.

In order to get to this final goal it is my purpose in the following

section to analyse popular representations of infertitity and the NRTS

in order to identify two of the major discourses underlying

reproduction. Since tanguage can be thought of as a meaning-

constituting system, the ways in which language is used to create

popular and dominant meanings of infertility and reproduction will be

the prinary focus of this analysis.
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PART 8: REPRESENTATIONS OF INFERIILITY

1. OVERVIE!{

The fotlowing section is an attempt to outline the lvays in which

infertitity and developments in the NRTs are portrayed in the popular

press. It is an attempt to examine the themes and techniques used to

construct the narrative of infertility, and to show how technological

development follows a linear progression of obstruction and

resolution, also evident in poputar accounts of M and other assisted

births. Newspaper articles dating from 1982 to the present were

chosen as the material for study in this instanceT.

The rationale for this choice of medium is that nevùspapers provide an

excell-ent interface between medical science and the general public.

They are a way of conveying information to a wide range of individuals

in the conmunity. Newspapers are highly accessible' both in physical

terms and in terms of the language and stylistic devices employed'

compared vrith the often nystifying and oblique nature of some medical

journals and books, fot example. The language used in newspaper

articles is deliberately non-scientific and self-explanatory' and tlre

combination of photographic material can also provide compelling and

seductive imagery, adding to the impact of, and validating, the

written naterial. Paperss are frequently the only source of formal

knowledge about infertitity and the NRTs for many people. They can

therefore be used as vehicles through which information and specific

dominant viewpoints can be widely disseminated in an easily

comprehensible form.

Nevüspapers thus play a critical part in the construction of 'common-

sense, knowledge about infertility, the NRTS and the issues

surrounding them. They operate in what may be described as an almost
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didactic fashion, providing 'objective facts' and 'news' rather than

critical or philosophical opposition or discussion. Frequently the

r,ìrords of 'an expert' or other authority figure, or the "ínfertile

couples,' themselves, are quoted or paraphrased in order to add to the

aura of realism and non-partiality. Photographs and their captions,

because these generatly capture the reader's attention and interest

and draws her into reading further, are also portrayed as 'snapshots

of reality'. Ilowever, they are usually posed, sel-ected and edited and

are thus índividual constructions of cultural values and myth and

project dorninant belief structures.

Àrtícles and features, Sometimes appearing on the cover Page' or more

frequently on the second and third pages, or special features pages

such as The Advertíser's "Appeal" section, serve to inform the public

about new developments. In this way an individual-'s attitude toriùards '

and a\.¡areness of current techniques and their moral I social and

ethicaf consequences is shaped and constructed. The reader of the

article is thus positioned as the 'receiver' of knowledge which

appears as direct, coÍlmonsensical, intelligible 'truth' and 'fact"

appealing to one's taken-for-granted, assumed knowledge of 'reality'

and the worLd at large. It is this apparently neutral nature of the

majority of the press coverage that lends persuasiveness and po!ùer to

the specific discourses involved.

That the information and themes presented to the reader are in fact

generating a body of poputar knowledge which is part of the dorninant

social- belief system and its practices, and helps maintain and justify

the status quo, is obscured by the consistency of the themes and their

non-contradictory nature, Their usage of nature, biology and science

and their appeal to the 'conmon-sense' of indivíduats lend credibility
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and authority to the descriptions of infertility and the NRts as

technological 'solutions' to chil-dlessness. Nehrspaper articlesr as I

wilt show below, contain elements of the dominant discourses

surrounding infertitity and its appropriate 'therapeutic

interventions'. In the following paragraphs I wiII look at how

infertility, medical science and the NRTS are portrayed in a selection

of newspaper articles.

2. REPRESENTATTONS OF INFERTILITY: NEWSPAPER COVERÀGE

Infertility is said to have a "debilitating ilnpact". causing "miser]¡",

"frustration", "desperation", "suffering" and "sorrow". Individuals

are said to be '!victims" of, or "suffer" infertility. "Infertile

coupl-es" or "childl-ess couples" have "fail-ed" to conceive and are left

"vulnerab1e" to stigmatisation and social pa"==o."J These conmon

descriptors appear in the vast najority of the articles surveyed

herel0. The images they projeet of the ernotions surrounding

involuntary childlessness are desperation, deprivation, failure and

hopelessness, leading to a "major life crisis for people in Australia

and throughout the world" (Debf 1994). The dominant popular

representation of infertility thus revolves around 'desperation'.

Juxtaposed with these images are stories of "medical breakthroughs"

(Anon., 1992) offering "nevù hope for the ínfertile" (Butcher &

IIaiIstone, 1995), and technologies capable of "changing the odds"

(Nunn, 1993) and turning "heartbreak" into "hope" (Reddyr 1988). In

these articles medical technology is represented as able to resolve

the conflict and tension existing between failure and success, as able

to transforrn despair and misery into "ecstasy" and "joy" and a range

of other emotional reactions from "crying" (Anon., L994ai Parry, 1995)

to "screaming" (Phil1ips r L9941. Medicaf technology is presented as
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an effective mediator in providing a resolution to the desperation

eaused by the "problem of infertility".

In fact, medical technology is frequently shown as the only way for an

'infertil-e couple' to obtain children, usuatly by virtue of excluding

non-technological options: "women ... thanks to M have successfully

borne the children they believed woul-d never be possible" (Phitlips'

1994). Reddy (1988) reports that "techniques such as M and GIFT has

tsicl offered them [infertile individuals] at l-east the hope of an

alternative to a childless life". At the 1994 InfertilÍty Alvareness

l'leek hefd in Àdel-aide much publicity lvas given to IvFf GIFT and other

new developments, again showing technology as the main solution to the

'crisis of infertility'. Technology thus is presented as being a

'gift' to women that "offers" them hope; women must therefore be

grateful that science can provide them with this opportunity to

'overcome' their infertility.

In the articfes chosen for analysis, infertitity was described

ínvariably as having physiological causes (problems \¡ùith Fallopian

tubes, poor sperm motility, 'inability' to produce mature sperm or

eggs, and so on) for which physiologically-based technological

intervention was seen to be "the only hope'. It is this link between

cause and treatment that validates the use and development of

technology as ,the solution, to the 'crisis' of infertility. This

then leads to the perception and the assumption of the benevolence of

technology in the process of 'alleviating infertility', and is one of

the key features of poputar reports on M. This assumption of

benevolence and the 'increased choices' offered by technological

advance can be traced by looking at the reported historical

developments in reproductive interventions.
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IvF for example, !ùas first developed in response to the perceived need

to provide an al-ternative to microsurgery on blocked Fa1lopian tubes

(a cotnmon cause of infertility in \úomen) which was frequently

unsuccessful. The birth of Australia's first "test-tube baby" Candice

Reed in 1980 justified the perception of M as 'successful

technology, and permitted its further development. In L982 the

implantation of fertil-ised donor eggs was seen to "solve the problems

of the smalI percentage of infertile women whose ovaries are

inaccessible to egg pick-up or who produce no eggs at aII" (Berry'

I982't. In 1985 GIFT was developed in order to "replace M for alf

\,{omen with one Fatlopian tube open, or half of aII those seeking IVF"

(Mclntosh, 1985). In the same year the development of techniques to

freeze ova 'hrere said to increase lvomen's choices and to circumvent the

social, ethical and moral dilemmas of embryo freezing - that is, the

need for their destruction if superfluous (Miller, 1985). Freezing

ova was portrayed as a technique enabling women to "stop the

biological clock" and as having the "potential to help women lengthen

their reproductive timespan, allowing career women to postpone

childbearing, menopausal women to conceive and \,vomen to Store egqs as

insurance in case of future infertil-ity or even death" (Anon.' 1994).

In 1990 micro-insemination by sperm transfer (l,lIST) was confirmed as a

successful procedure for "couples who, because of poor quality Sperm'

were either unable to attempt, or conceíve through, conventional M"

(Anon. , 1992). MIST was hailed as "the method of choice in treating

male infertility" (Anon., L9921. In 1993 however, intra cytoplasmic

sperm injection (ICSI) was developed in order to overcome the

difficulties of microinjection. The former technique only requires

the injection of a singte sperm rather than the multiple sperm needed

for MIST which can produce abnormalities in egg cell development.
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ICSI has been called "the biggest advance in M technology since the

introduetion of frozen enbryos a decade ago" (Eailstone, 1993). This

year, however, evidence that conception could take place without sperm

- thus helping infertile men - through removing spermatid cells from

testicular tissue and using these in the fertilísation process' \¡ras

reported (Butcher & Hailstone, 1995; Butcher, 1995). Such techniques

from frozen ova to reproduction without sperm all avoid the necessity

of using donor gametes and thus ensure genetic continuity for both

rrùomen and men. This biological/genetic theme is elaborated lateri in

the following discussion however I will concentrate on the structure

of the reports of medical "breakthroughs" detailed above.

The preceding summary has shotùn that the development of technotogy is

structured in a linear way, as a progression of events more successful

and more speetacular than the preceding technique. Problems v/ith

rnicrosurgery led to IVF; problems !ùith IVF led to GIFT; the problem of

male infertility led to MIST; the linitations of MIST led to ICSI and

eventually 'no-sperm conception'. a technique so new and apparently

,,revolutionary', (Hailstone, 1993 ) that it has not yet been named.

Each technique is a 'new, improved' method of intervening in

reproduction and helping infertile 'hromen and men, and its development

is facilítated by conflicts or tensions arísing from limitations of

previous techniques.

Nevù techniques provide resolutions to old problems, be they technLcal

or ethical. lack of success with one technique prompts further

research and development: "Ernbryo team preSSeS on: MelbOurne's test

tube baby doctors are persisting \^tith attempts to produce pregnancy

from frozen embryos although the most successful attempt so far has

ended with a miscarriage" (Metherell, 1983) is an example of one such
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headline demonstrating the technological progression forward and the

persistence of medical science.

rn individual 'success' stories, too, the triunph of technology over

nature is evident. In one case, an Adelaide \i\¡oman went through

several unsuccessful IVF attempts before becoming pregnant and giving

birth to a baby conceived through ICSI: "success at last" reads the

headline, providing a positive resolution to the unsuccessful attempts

at IVF and "joy" to the woman invofved (Phillips I I994r.

Such stories read like a tale of heroism, with medical scientists

gambling, taking risks and managing in the end to "change the odds",

and triunphing over the obstacles posed by nature. Technological

progress is a story of scientists engaged in an endless battle to

provide the happy ending to the 'personal tragedy' of infertility, to

help couples "achieve their tifelong dream of a baby" (Anon. , t994al.

again the theme of 'obstacle' and 'resolution' appears. The

,resol-ution' (in the form of a live baby) provides a sense of nornalcy

to the increasing technological nanipulations necessary to produce a

chil-d. For the reader this resolution is a satisfactory ending to

medical and technological invasions of women - sornehow the inage of

smiling mother and baby is enough to justify technology and nake it

acceptable. Such closure of each article gives a sense of finality

and completeness - if the desired goal has been achieved then there is

no need to ask questions about the ethics of technological

reproduction, or to question the artificiality of the whole procedure.

As an example, a recent report on the birth of IVF quadruplets in

England ended with a description of how "good" the in-Iaws and other

acquaintances have been throughout' and a closure of the Story in
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which the father said: "Fortunately the young ones are sleeping

betureen feeds, they are being very good' (Parry, 1995). This gave a

happy and unproþlematic ending to the article, and left no space to

question the ethics of a procedure which regularly produces nultiple

births. Thus, the ends are used to justify the means-

'SucceSS stories' are often also accornpanied by 'madonna-fike' images

of mother and child, with the baby facíng to\rards the camera as the

central focus of the photograph. Such images validate the perception

of the medical process being a source of fulfilment and happiness for

individuals. The photographs of the "miracle baby" and its

mother/parents invoke feelings of 'Iove', warmthr "togetherness" and

happiness and the unified family, as opposed to the divided incomplete

one caused by not having children. In one report, childlessness was

seen aS a threat to the couple's marriage, with divorce becoming a

viable option, if technology would not provide a baby for them (Reddy'

1988). Failure of technology then in some cases is equated with

failure of the relationship, while a successful technological outcome

is associated with a fulfilled and happy relationship.

AII of these stories are constructed as the outcome of logical

sequential scientific progress, with technologists viewed as

,pioneers, pushing back "the frontiers" of human reproduction in an

exciting quest for perfection, and technofogical "world-firsts"

(Anon., 1990). This international battle for farne and recognition

gives rise to headings such as: "Australia leads world in 'test-tube'

baby techniques" (Hicks, 1980); "Australia's M teams lead the world"

(whitlock, 1985); "An Adelaide doctor has pioneered a device to help

overcome infertility" (Hailstone, Ig92li "Aussie leads world in human

eqq storage,' (Anon., 1994b). Corning second in this race does not
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attract the media spotlighti in one extreme case, the birth of the

second 'test-tube baby' three months after Louise Brown led to the

suicide of the doctor involved - "Jibes put test-tube baby pioneer on

path to suicide" read the headline (cupta, 1981).

As a reader of these articles it is easy to accept both the concepts

of 'desperation' as a naturally occurring and self-explanatory

emotional phenomenon, and the promise of medical technology to remedy

the crisis of infertility. That the articles generally provide

resolutions, 'happy endings' and effective closure gives a logical

structure to the stories, such that the very elements contained within

them appear to be sensible, integrated and believable. One can read

accounts of IvF births, and take for granted the central concept of

'desperation' of the 'infertj-Ie couple' which legitimates the

development of increasingly complex medical technology. The articles

provide a neatly packaged formulaic and very familiar pattern of

story-telling which proceeds as foll-ows: infertilityr'desperation',

physiological cause of infertility, description of medical techniqueS

used, 'hope', 'happy ending'/resolution. If the key issue of

'desperation' were not present there would be no basis or need for the

continuing devetoprnent of technology. The next step in this analysis

is to look at the underlying bases for'desperation', that is, how it

is discursively constructed. These discourses f aII into t\¡tro

categories. The first is the discourse of 'social failure', the

second is the discourse of 'biological instinct'.

3. THE DISCOURSE OF 'SOCIAI FAILURE'

Outlined in a previous section of Part 1 of t.hís essay were the ideas

that fife is expected to move in a progression of steps which flow on

'naturally' from one another. It was also suggested that many people
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expect to marryT and that children will result from the marriage. In

a medically-oriented text Alexina McWhinnie (1986) points out that:

The expectation and social role of the majority of women is
marriage and motherhood. Both enhance or seem to enhance her
social status. For those who cannot follow this pattern, but
wish to do so, there is heartache, ançler and despair. (p.
216; itatics are mine)

Infertility thus creates a barrier to self-actualisation, and has wide

irnplications for women's self-esteem, personal identity and sense of

Iife futfilment. Infertility becomes a crisis because of the loss of

control- over their lives that individuals may experience. It

represents the toss of the life that they once assumed was possible.

As Pfeffer and woollett (1983) point out:

Infertility is a major life crisis. For women who want
chitdren but cannot conceive it is a major blow. It shakes
your ideas about yourself, about your femininity, and it
involves a shift in your ideas about how your life wilL
proceed Your problem is exposed to outsiders and you
must submit your personal life for scrutiny and tests - with
an inevitable strain on your relationship. (Þ. 2,

Newill (7974) points to the "misery and distress" caused to "a young

married couple by their faiTure to start a family" (p. L4¡ italics are

mine¡. Workshop and conference proceedings also reinforce the notion

of 'desperation' caused through infertility (for example, Need, 1982i

Steigrad I 1982; Maddocks, 7982¡ Armstrong r 7982 i Brennan & Brennan'

19821 .

Compounded with this is overt social pressure from family and friends

that infertile indivíduals experience. They may feel alienated from

their friends who have chil-dren and may experience envy or jealousy at

counterparts who manage to conceive relatively easily. Às Newill

(I97 4 ) writes:

only childless married women know the despair they feel on
social occasions when the only subject of conversation among
\rlomen seems to be their chitdren. Ytomen can be remarkably
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tactless and insensitive towards their less favoured
acquaintances on such occasions' (p' 14)

Infertile individuals also may feel they have not 'lived up to' the

expectations of farnily and friends. The warnock Report (1984)

suggests that:

Fainily and friends often expect a couple to start a family'
and express their expectations, either openly or by

irnpticalion. For those who long for childrenf the
realisationthattheyareunabletofoundafamilycanbe
shattering. It can disrupt their picture of the whole of
theirfuturelives.lheyrnayfeelthemselvesexcludedfroma
wholerangeofhumanactivityandpartieularlytheactivities
of their child-rearing contemporaries. (warnock, 1984' p' 8)

self-help publications created to provide information to infertile

couples reinforce these ideas about the feelings of the infertile and

the sense of ,desperatíon' arising from infertility, and the sense of

'ho¡;e'offeredbytechnology'JudithMurray(1988)forexample

writes , "... there is a significant number of couples for whom dreams

ofbecomingaparentforthefirstorsubsequenttime,willbeat

$rorst, shattered, at best severely shaken" (p' 14)' She also reports

on the social ostracism experienced by infertile people, who feel

themselves to be an,,embarrassment" to society (Murray, 1988, p' 14)'

Furtber, I{urraY suggests that¡

inferti]-ecouplesareoftendealtthecruelestblow.They
grieve for the loss of the children that they can only
imagine. They have no tangible evidence of the object of
theirgrief.Their].ossjsthe.l.ossoftheirdreamsand
hopes. (Murray, 1988, p' 47i italics are mine)'

Sher, Marriage and Stoess (1988) write:

l,lany inf ertil-e couples, havinq experienced repeated
disappoíntment over the years in their attempts to conceive'
have come to our program in desperation' uost had previously
tried a variety of unsuccessfu-L procedures ' À1I these
couples looked to IvF as a prolftising new procedure that might

help them conceive atter ãtt of their other attempts had

fail-ed. (p. xvi; italics are rnine)'
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These authors also write of the "devastating emotional and physical

impact" of infertility (Sher, Marriage & Stoess,1988, p' 4), using

statistics to back up their claim that infertility is the major

problem in an infertile couple's life. They then lead into a

description of technological interventions into reproduction with this

paragraph:

Fortunately, recent advances in the evolution of high-tech
methods to evaluate and treat infertility offet the hope o1

pregnancy to couples who never had any hope until now' In
vitro fertilization is just one of these promising
procedures, but in many cases it offets the best hope for
success. (Sher, Marriage & Stoess, 1988, p. 7¡ italics are
mine )

Cooper and Glazer (1994) also write of the "depression, jealousy,

helplessness, despair. misunderstanding, and insensitivity"

experienced by infertile couples. They suggest too' that:

(p. 4)

No matter to what extent a \,ùoman has developed a career or a

professional identity, the image of herself as a mother tends
to be the psychological backdrop from which she operates.
when a woman decides to have children but discovers she is
ínfertile, her self-image is assaulted. (Cooper & Glazer'
'J,994, p. 6)

This ,,assaulted self-image" can lead to feelings of inadequacy' sexual

unattractiveness, depression and being unlovaþIe. The inability to

bear a child and give birth, write cooper and Glazer, "can create

profound grief that reaches right into the core of the se1f" (p.71'

Establíshing a sense of the emotional impact of infertility was

considered necessary þy these authors in order to create the idea that

,,embarking on their next journey - a journey through the world of

assisted reproductive technology" (p. 28) is the logica] next step for

,infertile couples'. The transition bet\,veen infertility, desperation

and the NRTS is unproblematic and unquestioned.

hthat is interesting in these accounts is that even though they have
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been drawn from quite different sources they all reinforce the same

message of enotional upheaval, depression and desperation. In

presenting the feelings of infertile couples' in this way they all

suggest that 'desperation' and other emotions arise from the

indivídual's 'inability' and 'failure' to conceive. Desperation is

presented as the'natural' (and only) response to the discovery of

infertility. If fertility and the creation of biological children are

symbols of 'mature' adulthood, then ínfertility equates to the

inability to reach this point. It is this 'inability' to attain the

socially prescribed norm of perceived 'adulthood' that leads to the

despair of childlessness.

Such themes of faiture and despair point to an individual's need for

social approval and acceptability. The experience of infert.ility

produces emotions such as 'desperation' because of the 'failure' of

the human body to perform in accordance with social expectations.

Thus, the need for social- approval and conformity is shown as the

motivating force behind a couple's use of technological interventions

which rnight give them the desired child.

The same themes of distress, desperation, failure, presence of

technological interventions, hope and Success are present in the

popular constructions of knowledge around infertility' in the

guidebooks desi-gned specifica]-ly to 'educate' the infertile, and in

the government reports and conference papers used above. What they

are all suggesting is that infertility represents a deviation from

social acceptability, a perceived failure to conforrn to social

standards. The construction of infertility as failure and deviance'

and fertility (\.rhether 'natural' or technologically produced) as

successfut and acceptabte induces a sense of 'desperation' for
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conformity which sends childl-ess couples off on the "journey" towards

normalcy and acceptability through the use of technology' In the

accounts descríbed above however, 'desperation' is constructed as a

,natural' and appropriate response only for those people interested in

conforming to the prescriptions of heterosexuality' marriage and the

biotogical- fanily. For others, desperation is not an acceptabLe

response. Legislation and other equalty powerful social sanctions

ensure that parenthood largely remains a privilege of the

heterosexual.

4. THE DI OF'BTOLOGICÀI INSTINCT'

It is not only the desire for sociat conformity that produces

desperation but also the constructed knowledge that reproduction is an

instinct, a vital part of the propagation of life, and genetic and

species continuity. As Wood (1981) writes, "the provision of a child

to an infertil-e couple fuLfiTs a natural- instinct of many people to be

a parent and constitute a family" (p. 8¡ italics are mine). ln the

warnock Report (1984) procreation is described as "a powerful urge to

perperuate ... genes" (p. 9). McÌlhinnie (1986) also writes that

having a baby ,,iS to satisfy [a \^loman's] rnaternal instinct" (p. 2L6\ |

anct quotes Susan Hampshire as further proof for the instinctual basis

of motherhood:

The powerful bioTogicaT desite to have a child is
inexpticable. You can give someone a hundred reasons for not
wantinq a child, oÍ not wanting more children, but the
determination of a woman wanting a child will- never be

thwarted by rationaTisation. (Hampshire, t984, p' 9¡ italics

, are nine)

The desire for a chld apparently reaches beyond the explicable and the

ratÍonal.

NewiII (I9'14) atso describes procreation as "an urge" and "a PrimarY
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i nq{- i n¡t,, I n- lr_

the chance to

argues thaf- a

tole in life"

r^roman "should not be denied

(I974, p. 14), and places

primary (or only) funetion

14). He

f ul-f iI

also

her

rnotherhood in the context of being woman's

in life. He goes on to write that:

There are certainly some women who say they have no desire to
become mothers and genuinely mean it; but they are a
minority. Every month a young lroman is reminded that her
primary rol-e in Tife is to bear childten and even the most
ardent advocate of vilomen's Lib sounds unconvincing if she
denies wanting to achieve motherhood at least once in her
Iifetime. (Newi1l, 1914, p. 14; italics are mine).

Such discourse on the biological motivation towards parenthood thus

constructs various aspects of knowledge around reproduction. It

suggests that llrlomen fike men, that !ùomen want babies, that the

instinct towards pregnancy and pregnancy itself are 'natural' and have

genetic and species survival value, and that childbearing is woman's

natural role in l-ife. Procreation is seen to be an insuppressible and

uncontrollable natural instinct requiring fulfilment. The

physiological- inability to satisfy this drive then is also represented

as the other major cause of desperation"

Additiona]-J-y, the discourse of 'biological instinct' al-so constructs

biol-ogical parenthood created within the institution of marriage as

the only val-id and acceptabl-e form of parenthood open to individuals.

parenting arrangements which contravene the sanctity of marriage and

heterosexuality are considered itlegitimate and immoral and are

excluded from knowtedge and representations of infertility. Thus, the

discourses of 'sociaf failure' and 'biologicat instinct' lead to a

situation in which the only valid questions to be asked and resolved'

both in medical-technological and legislative terms is''how a

bíological child can be created and how the artificiality of

technological procedures can be reconciled !ùith the nuclear family'.
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É\This latter point is partiallir resoh'ed as mentioned previously the

popular closure of articles in which a couple's happiness virtually

cancels out any ethical questions or doubts that the reader may have.

photographs of the technologicatly produced baby integrated with the

mother/parents add to the aura of reconciliation.

5. 'SOCIÀ], FAILURE' aNn'RTOT,OGTCAT, TNSTTNCT' : DISCURSM INTERACTION

What emerges from aII of this is a situation in which the discourses

of 'social failure' and 'biological instinct' operate simultaneously

to specify that not only is i+, socially appropriate for childless

heterosexual couples to feel desperate, but such feelings are also

biologicalty justifiable. The intersection of these two discourses

therefore construc+- and maintain the status quo of heterosexuality'

the biological nuclear family and the institution of narriage as a

Iegitinating structure for procreative sex and a method of creating an

environment 'suitable' for the upbringing of the resulting children,

that is, \./ith the all-important 'father-figure'. As Warnock (1984)

.-vri tcs - u - - - it is better for children to be born into a tro.o-parent

family, hrith both father and mother ..-' (p. 11). The use of the word

'better' here constructs alternative parenting arrangements both as

socially undesirable and as inferior to the nurturinq and care a child

woufd receive in +-he nuclear fanity. Again, heterosexuality as

normality is reinforced.

This social order, although a construct, constitutes the dominant

worldview, from which other subject positions are marginalised and

obscured. For worF.en who are seen to wish to conform to social normst

the diseourse of biologicaf instinct serves to vatidate their desire

for a child. For woll'.en whose Ii-festyles and attitudes are seen as

socially and/or morally unacceptabfe, sociat and J-egislative barriers

/t/
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come into play to cverride +-he sc-cal-led 'b.iolcgi-cal instinct' all

v¡cmcn sûpposedly possess. For acceptable (heterosexual, married)

wcmen reproduction is faci-lj-tateC; for unacceptable \¡romen (lesbians'

single uromen) reproduction and access to reproductive technology is

restricted by legislation.

The warnock Report (1984) for example states that:

we have considered these arguments I for the right of
l_esbians, gay men, and single people to be allowed access to
assisted reproductionl, but, nevertheless, Íte believe that as
a general rule it is þetter for children to be born into a

two-parent family, with both father and mother - -. (Vüarnock'
1984, p. 11 ) .

Ccnncn and KeIIy (1984) in their report to the South Australian Hea1th

Commission Co not even make mention of alternative parenting

arrangements made possible by M and AID. They use the term "couple"

throughout their report and. presume that this will be interpreted by

+-heir readers as meaning a marríed ( he+-erosexual ) couple, or a male

and female in a stable cohabiting relationship. The tv¡o discourses

iden+-ified here in +-he range of representa+'icns and texts examined,

act to include and exclude specific groups of individuals in

accorCance wi+-h narrow moral and political prescriptions of

,appropriate parenthood', and social organisation and acceptability.

The discourse of 'social failure' prcvided only a restricted view of

chilClessnesS. The concept of 'desperation' arisj-ng from the need for

social conformity makes sense onlir in the context of individuars who

wish to be sccially acceptable and conformist, and who actually want

to be part of the stereotype of the nuclear family' complete with

mother, father and biological- chilCren. Such a representation

excl-udes individuals who parent non-traditionally, such as lesbians,

gay men, adoptive or foster parents, and individuals who choose to be
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child-free. Because the parenting arrangements cf these groups could

be considered non-conformist ccmpared to +-he dominant standard of

procreative heterosexuatity and the nuclear family. they do not fit

into the mould of the 'desperate infertile couple' stories outtined in

the analysis of nevrspaper articles above, and are therefore excluded.

popular representations cf infertiJ-íty thus offer only one position to

the reader, that is, an identification with the biological family,

geneticall-y-rel-ated children and social conformity- It is only when

the reader considers who and what is excluded from the accounts that

the constructed narrow nature of the representations beeomes apparent.

The power of such representations resides in their ability to present

diseursive prescriptions about appropriate sexuality and sexual

expressionf and family and other social structures as natural and

,real, accounts of the 'truth' of infertility. It iS because of the

familiarity of both the presentation style and the content which makes

representations appear normal. The discourse of 'social failure'

conf irmed he+-ercsexuaJ-ity as ncrmal- through prescribing norms of

social acceptability for women. The discourse of 'biological

instinct' also served to validate and nain+-ain +-hese prescriptions

through appealing to the authority of science and scientific enquiry,

namely genetics and theorj-es of evolu+-ion. Science is popularly

presented as being able to objectively explain and reflect on reality

and the nat.ural wcrld. It is generatly seen as being beyond the

biases of individuals, but it is because of this apparent neutrality

that scientific knowledge plays a powerful role in the construction of

subjectivity about sexuality and the body.

In the construction of the truth of infertility experience also plays
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a key role. Infertile couples and individuals are often quoted in

detail in many of the sources examined here. The language they use is

seen as 'transparent', that is, reflective of the emotional and social

experience of infertility assumed to pre-exist language. Experiences

of infertility are viewed as 'true' and as biologically and socially

driven, and therefore existing prior to their articulation in

language. The description of experience in language then is perceived

as a guarantee of the truth of infertility. That a diversity of

personal accounts carry the Same themes merely adds to the aura of

truth and tends po\¡/er and inf luence to the particular sub ject

positions created by the body of knowtedge about infertility. Such

subject positions serve to maintain the dominance of heterosexual-ity'

biologicaJ- kinship ties, the patriarchal nuclear family structure' and

the concept of women,s,proper, sexual and social roles as

predominantly procreative and mothering , Têspectively.

Simultaneously, subject positions which chatlenge and can potentially

subvert this doninant worldview are marginalised and denied power.

What I have attempted to demonstrate here is that the construction of

specfic knowledge about infertility and reproduction is a highly

political process involving the operation of power which ultimately

maintains the dominance of current heterosexuaf social- organisation.

I attempted to shovr through the explanation of the discourses of

,social fail-ure' and 'biological instinct' that representations of

infertility are not simply about the benevol-ence of the medical

profession, or chitdlessness, or the experience of infertility per se.

Although these aspects are important in their o\^ln right, the

significance of this analysis becomes apparent when they are taken as

a whole. They then can be seen as regulating and limiting influehces

on the terms of reference for public debates and also shape community
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attitudes and behaviours. They construct popular knowledge about

appropriate and inappropriate sexual expression, family formation and

social organisation. They construct perceptions of the moral and the

immoral, the acceptãble and the unacceptable, the 'natural' and the

'unnatural'. They define how we should view ourseLves as women, and

construct the importance of procreation in a woman,s life. The

popular representations used in the preceding analysis can be thought

of as positioning a female subject, defining her reproductive needs

and desires, and constructing her subjectivity through the concept of

'desperation' such that to be invol_untarily childl_ess in a

heterosexual society is an untenable subject position. Regulation and

self-discipliníng through the use of technology to achieve a subject

position compatible with the prescriptions of the particular

discourses surrounding infertility then occur, and the power of the

dominant regime of heterosexuality is maintained.

PART 9: SUM¡IARY Al¡D CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this essay has been to provide an analysis and

discussíon of the two major strands of feminist responses to the ne!û

reproductive technologies, namely reproductive liberalism and radical

feminism. It \^/as argued that Èhe concepts of 'choice/ and 'control'

are central feminist values and have been used by both liberal and

radical feminists over the last three decades to support women's right

to abortion and contraception. These are seen as essential to women's

reproductive freedom and women's l_íberation.

Reproductive liberals extend ,choice, and 'control' into their

discussion on the NRTs arguing that reproductive technologies are

Iiberating for \¡romen since they increase choice and control over

reproduetive destiny. Radical feminists disagree, arguing instead
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that given the history of nedical abuses of women the NRTs are merely

another way in which men can gain controL over women. women rose

control over their reproduction whereas male po\rer over women is

Íncreased. l{oreover, radical feminists argue that the ,choices,

offered by reproductive technology are coercive and rinit vromen,s

freedom, rather than increasing it. These perceptions come about

because of the radical fenúnist belief in the existence of patria-rchy.

The concept of patriarchy was discussed as werethe ways in which the

medical profession is seen by radical femi¡ists as being a patriarchal

institution.

Ilaving established the radical fenínist basis for their critique, a

comprehensive review of the titerature was presented. In doing this I

h'anted firstly to provide an up-to-date review of most of the existing

radical feminist riterature. r felt it was necessary to provide an

integrated overview dealing with the radical feminist position on atl

aspects of the NRTS since this, to my knowredge, vùas rargery racking

in the current literature. My second aim in doing this was to examine

the concepts of'choice'and ,control. j-n order to see how radical

feminists use these to arrive at vastly different conclusions about

the NRTs compared with reproductive liberal-s. The focus of the review

\{as women's rights, freedom and autonony and the ways in which these

are enhanced or restricted, depending on the stand¡rcint adopted, that

is, Iiberal or radical feminist. Strategies for radicat feminist

resistance were also presented.

Several key criticj-sms were identified \,ùith the radical feminíst

approach. The first of these related to the understanding of

patriarchy as an aII-enconpassing and overpowering system of

domination and oppression. patriarchar j-nstitutions, of which
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specific discourses and their interaction with cultural practices

produce the individual. It is only when one begins to analyse and

understand the discursive construction of subjectivity that an

understanding of behaviour becomes apparent. rt is nÒt a product of

false consciousness, but is appropriate to the prescriptions of the

particular dominant discourse and worldview.

In my analysis here I attempted to show hov¡ the discourses of 'social

failure' and 'biological instinct' produce and legitimate

'desperation' and how these discourses intersect to articulate a

subject position which coíncides with the provision of medieal

technology. This is not merely coincidental, but is a product of the

specifications of the popular and medical discourses surrounding

infertil-ity which make the conjunction of 'desperation' and technolog'y

inevitable. I also showed how the two discourses identified operated

jointly to maj-ntain the dominance of heterosexuality, marriage and the

biological nucl-ear fanily.

The other main benefit of poststructuralism is the process of

'decentering the subject', a process that opens subjectivity up to

change, freeing it from the Limitations of the essentialism ot

humanist discourses, thus making subjectivity ftuid rather than

static. This concept is critical if feminism is going to progress

because it allows for multiple subject positions to co-exist within

the one social organisation, and t'he potential therefore for people to

move between subject positions. This ability to move is critical to

feminist resistance. In order to resist the dominant, an individual

must be free to move to an alternative subject position from where

alternative bodies of knowledge can be produced. ft is when an

increasing number of peopJ-e can be attracted to take up this
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alternative subject position that it can be used to confront and

subvert the dominant.

A poststructuralist analysis in relation to the NRTs has been useful

because it allows the identification of the discourses which support

the current dominant social organisation of heterosexuality. However,

by suggesting that such discourses are historically and culturally

specifíc also makes them malleable and introduces the possibility for

change which was clearJ-y not an option under radical- feminism.

Radical feminists presumed that patriarchy and its institutions was

continuous, universal- and therefore basically j-mmutable which left no

possibii-ity for social change, except in the sense of withdrawal from

mainstream society into a feminist world of separatism. Analysing

discourses and identifying ways in which these interact to produce and

maintain dominant subject positions through specific processes of

exclusion and inclusion gives an idea of how povrer and cultural

practices are maintained. It al-so indicates how marginalised

díscourses are kept marginal. It is through working out these systems

of inclusion and exclusion and the alternative concept of power

offered by poststructural-ist theory which are politically useful for

feminist theory.
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1. Radical feninists would argue here that the term 'surrogate
mother' is misleading since it is actually the adopting wife who is
surrogate. The so-called 'surrogate' is the actua]. mother but by
denying her biological and emotional connecti-ons to the child,
commercial surrogate contractors can more easily exploit and control
lrromen (see for example, Rowland, 1987).

2. À more humane approach would view the 'problens' of Third lforld
poverty as caused largely by inequitable global resource distribution
and capitalist exploitation of human resources, not as a problem
specifically related to Third World femaLe fertility.

3. A political agenda no doubt largely dictatetl by the west which has
the capability to nithdraw aid at any time.

4. These appear in no particular order.

5.This concept of female solidarity and comnonality is clearly a
necessary part of radical feminist politics and reading general
radical feminist literature and understanding the notion of patriarchy
makes it obvíous why solidarity is necessary. However, being a cynic,
I personally find it difficult to raise any more than quite vague
feelings of empathy f or, sây, Indian lÍomen f aced with forced
sterilisation, although I can understand, in a small and unelaborate
way the politics of the situation. I believe it is possible to
theorise in a disengaged way about the circumstances of other women,
but find it a quantun leap of logic to assume that because I am a
woman that I will necessarily have access to the same range of
experiences and knowledge as Indian women and that I must therefore
feel unified with them in feminist solidarity.

6. À'discourse'can be thought of as a historically and culturally
specific set of organising principles, beliefs and structures which
construct subjectivity. Because more than one discourse is in
circulation at any one time, discourses compete for dominance in the
construction of neaning and 'truth' in a processl that involves
conflict and power. Language, thought of as a system through which
meanings are constituted, that is, the way in which people represent
themselves and their understandings of the wor1d, becomes the locus of
this conftict. Discourses can be identified through reading and
analysis of texts and documents.

7. Since Àdelaide and l"felbourne are the major IvF centres in
Àustralia I decided to search 'The Advertiser' and 'The Age' beeause
these are prominent newspapers in these cities and it could be assumed
that they would therefore carry teports on developments in the NRTS,
births and ethical and political debates. À 'Presscom' search for the
years 1988 to the present was conducted using 'fvF', 'human
fertilisation' and 'artificial insemination' as kelrvùords. Years prior
to 1988 were searched using the 'Australian Pub1ic Àffairs Information
Service' cD-Ro¡{ and also through a random search of newsprint on
microfilm - this however was an extremely time-consuming process and
is therefore not recommended as a search technique (there must be an
easier wayt t )

Endnotes



8. The exclusive focus on newspapers is not an attempt to discount
the effect ï¡omen's magazines, television and other media obviously
have on the construction of subjectivity around issues such as
motherhood, parenting and infertility. However, to have considered
all these publications toof would have meant a thesis based prinarily
on the methods employed in culturat and popular studies. It was not-
ny aim with this essay to use this nethodology, but rather, to allow
nyself to begin to understand the main principles of liberalism,
radical feminism and poststructural-isn in the context of infertility
and the NRTS. This, by necessity, allows me the space only to skim
the issues and to \dork out their interconnections and limitations,
rather than delve into the r+orkings and application of one particular
theory.

9. These were described in part 1, section 3 of this essay, entitled
'Infertility: personal and social implications'.

10. Because such descriptors appear frequently in nost articles I
read individual references have not been given.
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Growth of follicles
monitored by:
(1) Blood tests to
measure level of
hormoneproduæd
by follicles
(2) Ultrasound
(3) Urine samples
starting 4 hrs before
scheduled HCG
injection

Egg ællection via laparoscopy
- smalltube inærted below
navel into mature ovarian
follicles, or via ultrasound -

guide ugh
back icles,
Eggs les
via 'aspiration' needle and are
then inq.rbated

Sperm required 24 hrs
after egg ællection

Embryo
lransfer

13 14 15 16

3 nights in hospital

Sperm washed, prepared
for insemination, plaæd in
peùidish with eggs, and
inorbated for 16-20 hrs. lf
fertilisalion oæurs
embryos are put in culture
medium and returned to
incubator for further 24 hrs
(see Box below)

Blood lests for
6-10daysafter
ET to monitor
uterus-preparing
hormones,
Corrective
hormonæ given
if neæssary

Pergonal injections
(alternate days)

JJ xxt<xxx
Day in
menstrual
cycle

Pregnanry tests done 1 3-1 6
days after embryo transfer1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10 11 12

1

17 18 192021 222324252627 28+

1ï
Ultrasound taken
to ensure
abænæ of
ovarian rysts

2 Clomid lablets
dailY

HCG injeclion when blood
lests indicate egg follicles
are malure (approx,2 days
before woman's normal
ovulation), Will ovulate
3840 hours after injec'tion -

eggs ællected 35-36 hours
after HCG injection

Next
menstrual
period due

Variations on the IVF oroædure

G IFT (Gamete lntrafallopian Transïer): ovary
cted via laparoscopy,
jec'ted along with 3-4 eggs
lopian tube. Fertilisation
on proæsses are expected

Z I F T (Zygole lntrafallopian Transfer): Eggs
tertiliæd in the laboratory and are transfened to
woman's Fallopian tube (rather than the uterus) 24
hrs atler fertilisation.



GLOSSARY OF TER¡IS

ÀID
(see'artificial inseninati-on' )

ÀIH
(see'artificial insenination' )

Àmeûorrhea
This is the absence of menstruation sometimes caused by using the
PiII.

Anniocentes i s
First developed in tndia in 19?5 this is a process in which 15-20n1- of
amniotic fluid is extracted to detect any chromosomal abnormalities in
the foetus. It is generally carried out in the 18-20th weeks of
pregnancy (second trimester). It is also able to detect the sex of
the foetus and in countries where femicide is practiced it is often
accompanied by abortion if the foetus is femal-e. SPontaneous
abortions and scars on the bodies of children born after amniocentesis
have been reported.

Anovulat, íon
Absence of ovulation.

ADtenatal ultrasound
(See 'ultrasound')

Artiflclal ínsemination (AI )
This is a simple procedure whereby sperm is placed in the vagina as
close to the cervix as possible. AIg uses husband's spermi AfD uges
donor spern.

Aspiration
Term used comrnonly in IVF procedures referring to the removal of eggs
by suction - either naturally through the actíon of the Fallopian
tube(s) or medically through laparoscopy.

Azospernia
fype of male infertility in which there is a complete lack of sperm in
the ejaculated semen.

Busereliu
an artificiatly manufactured agonist of LH-RH which in effect stops a

woman's natural ovulation cYcle.

Chorionic villus bioPsY (CVB)
Technique designed to detect chromosomal abnormalities in the enbryo
(for example Down's Syndrome, thalassemia, haeurophilia)- It is
generally used at the 9-10th week of pregnancy and claims to be less
harmful to both the pregnant wonan and the foetus than amniocentesis.
Its main advantage over anniocentesis is that it allows for the
earlier detection of any defects and thus makes selective abortion
easier since the pregnancy is in its first trimester (a second
trimester abortion resembles premature labour and is paintul and
distressing for the r¡oman involved). It can also detect the sex of
the foetus and is often accompanied Þy selective abortion.

C I ítoridectony
Traditional African ritual involving mutilation of female genital



organs.

Cl oni d / Serophene
Trade names of the drug 'cloniphene citrate' used in the IVF procedure
to stimulate ovulation.

Cloni ng
This involves a process of embryo division in which the four-celled
embryo is separated into individual cells. This potentially allows
for the development of four identical índividuals. This has not yet
been used on humans.

couvade
Prinitive custom whereby a husband fakes illness in order to be
allowed to be in bed with his wife during her processes of labour and
childbirth.

Cryopres ervat, i on
(See'embryo freezing' )

Decapeptyl
An artificially manufactured agonist of LH-RH which in effect stops a
woman's natural ovul-ation cycle.

Depo-Provera
Injectable contraceptive mostly used under coerqive circumstances in
Third World countries, but is also still prescribed for racial
minorities and lower economic status women in the 'developed'
countries who are thought to be problematic breeders. It is a long-
acting contraceptive (1-3 months for a single dose). Once injected,
women lose control over their fertility. Side-effects include the
increased chances of linb defects and chromosomal abnormalities in
children of wonen exposed to the drug.

Diethylstilbestrol (DES)
A drug given to pregnant $romen nainly during the 1940's through 60,s
to prevent miscarriage. It is now known to cause cancer and
infertility in children of women exposed to the drug and does not
assist in the prevention of mj-scarriage.

Ectogenes i s
This allows for the conception and gestation of an embryo completely
outside a woman's \¡romb via an artificíat placenta. This has not yet
been done in its entirety.

Ectopic pregnancy
An often dangerous pregnancy which occurs in the Fallopian tube(s)
rather than in the uterus. rt can therefore never be carried to term
and consequently requires surgical removal which leads in all cases to
the loss of the Fallopian tube(s).

Egg recovery
ALso known as 'egg pick-up' or 'egg retrieval' this process involves
the insertion of an ultrasound-guided probe through the vagina where a
needle is passed through the vaginal wall into the fo1licles on the
ovaries. Each follicle is punctured, aspirated and flushed out
several times with fluid. The eggs are then passed through the probe
where they can then be fertilised via a range of techniques. This
process is allegedly painless although this point is debataþle.



Electronic foetal monitorlng (EFM)
Ultrasound monitors the heartbeats of the foetus as it responds to its
own movements or movements of the womb. These traces can be charted
on a print-out or represented as a visual image.

Embryo bíopsy
rnvolves the removal and testing of one celL of the 4-celled embryo in
order to detect genetic defects before the embryo is inplanted into
the woman's uterus. rf it appears to be nornal the reïnaining 3-celled
enbryo is implanted. It is a procedure usually only carried out with
couples known to be at risk of producing an abnormal enbryo.

Enbryo flushing
This is a technique in which the embryos produced inside the woman's
body (usuatly after superovulation and artificial insemination), are
flushed out with fluid via laparoscopy before they attach thenselves
to the wall of the uterus. The em.bryos can then be reinplanted into
another woman's uterus.

Embryo freezing
An embryo is frozen in liquid nitrogen at a temperature of -1960C.
The enbryo can be thawed at a later date and implanted into a woman's
womb where it can be carried to term. Medical literature cites this
technique as being a kind of insurance policy' against future
infertility. cametes can also be frozen in the same way.

Enbryo Iavage
(See'embryo flushing' )

Embryo transfer (ET)
a technique in which an embryo generated either in a woman's lvonb or
through IVF is implanted into the womb of a second woman via a
catheter passed through the cervix.

FoetaI reduction
A form of in uteto abortion used in cases where a \¡ûoman has becone
pregnant with multiple foetuses due to the use of fertility drugs
and/or the imptantation of nultipl-e embryos during IVF. Potassium
chloride is inserted into the foetal chest cavity via an ultrasound-
guided needLe which causes death by heart failure. The dead foetuses
are eventually absorbed back into the woman's body. This process
however can cause infections, bleedinçJ, premature labour or the loss
of aII developing foetuses.

Foetus
Fully developed baby in womb.

Follicle stinulating hormone (FSIi)
This is a hormone produced þy the pituitary gland which control-s
growth of the ovarian follicles and the maturation of egg cells. It
works in conjunction with IH-RII and enables the release of a mature
egg from the ovarian follicle.

camete íntrafallopian transfer (GIFT)
A variation on the usual IvF procedure in which a woman's ovulation is
stimulated and the resultant eggs retrieved via laparoscopy. Two or
three eggs are placed in a catheter, followed by a bubble of air, then
some sperm. This mixture is then introduced into the Fallopian
tube(s) under anaesthetic where fertilisation can then occur. This is
a type of in vivo fertilisation.



Gametes
Eggs and sperm.

Genetic engineering
Processes whereby the genetic make-up of the embryo can be altered by
the insertion of cloned material, or the manipulation of existing
genes.

Human chorionic aonadotrophin (HCc)
This is a hormone produced by the enbryo and l-ater the placenta. It
can be extracted from the urine of pregnant lvomen and is used during
M and GIFT to induce ovul-ation at a precise time.

Human menopausal gonadotrophin (HlfG)
AIso known as human pituitary gonadotrophin. this is a hormone-based
superovulant obtained from the pituitary glands of cadavers or through
the urine of postmenopausal vùomen. It controls reproductive activity
and is used during IvF in order to stimulate the production of more
than one egg per cycle. It has been linked to the deaths of two r,vomen

in Australia from a rare degenerative disease (Creutzfeld-Jacob
Disease). Its eonmercial trade na¡ne j-s 'Pergonal'.

Human pituitary gonadotrophin (HPc)
(See'Human menopausal gonadotrophin' )

Hysterectomy
Surgical removal of the uterus.

Iatrogenic injury
Injury or damage caused through medical procedures or surgical
interventions.

IdÍopathic infertílity
Femal-e and male infertility for which causes cannot be found.

Intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI)
A newly developed technique involving the injection of a single sperm
into the egg ceII in order to facilitate fertilisation. This
overcomes the difficulty of poor sperrm notility and the problems
associated with MIST.

IDtrauterine device ( IUD)
A contraceptive device inserted into the uterus generally made of
plastic or metal.

fD vitro fertilisation (M)
Initial-l-y developed as a medical 'solution' fot \^Iomen with blocked or
missing FaÌlopian tubes or idiopathic infertility, its use has been
expanded to counteract male subfecundity. It may al-so incorporate the
use of donor gametes. IvF involves several steps which are outlined
in appendix A.

Laparoscope
A very thin fibre-optic viewing tube inserted through a small incision
in the abdomen during the process of laparoscopy-

Laparoscopy
A surgical procedure in which three incisions are made into the
v/oman's abdomen through whích a laparoscope' forceps and a teflon-
coated needle can be inserted, The $/oman's ovaries are held with the



forceps while the aspiration device is inserted into each follic1e to
extract the eggs. The laparoscope is used to examine the woman's
reproductive organs and to visualise the egg extraction process. (See
also 'ultrasound directed oocyte recovery').

Leutinising hornone releasíng bornone (LH-Rn)
A naturally occurring hormone which stimulates ovulation-
Àrtificially nanufactured agonists to LH-RH lnarnely 'Buserelin' and
,Decapeptyl') stop this natural cycle which al-lows for the total
externaL control of ovulation induction through chentical means. The
main benefit is that a woman's cycle can be regulated and therefore
also manipulated to fit into tight medical schedules. Before creating
the ,blocking effect' on the woman's cycle however, these LH-RII
agonists may have the opposite effect, that is they may induce the
production of LH-Rï. fhis may create a dangerous process of 'flare-
up' which has been noted to cause ovarian cysts.

t'licroinsemínatíon by sPerm transfer (MIsT)
Recently developed procedure in which multipte sperm are injected into
the egg ceII in order for fertilisation to occur. It was a techníque
designed to overcome male infertility caused through poor sperm
motility.

Net -En
Injectable contraceptive mostly used under coercive círcumstances in
Third world countries. Like Depo-Provera it is a long-acting
contraceptive (1-3 months for a single dose). once injected women
lose control over their fertility. Uncontrollable bleeding is a

conmon side-effect with other dangers including carcinogenicity and
the possible inpairment of future reproductive functioning.

Norpl ant
Implanted contraceptive used mainly in the Third Vüorld. It consists
of 6 capsules containing an ovul-atiorr-inhibiting hormone which are
inplanted under the skin of the upper ar¡n which are very J-ong-acting
(5 years). After this tine they have to be surgically removed- This
process is often made difficul-t because fibrous tissue grot'rs around
each capsule which then has to be 'dug out' individually. Side-
effects include prolonged bleeding, ovarian cysts, nausear disrupted
menstrual cycles, depression and weight gain.

ol igospermia
A cause of male infertility - a low sperm count.

Oocyte
Egg.

Partial preventative termÍuation
This is virtual-ty the same as foetal reduction and is used to reduce
the nunbers of developing foetuses in the womb.

PeIvíc inflamnatory disease (PrD)
This often causes blocked nallopian tube(s) and thus infertility and
is usually linked to the prior use of an IUD.

Pergonal
This drug is similar to clomid and is used for superovulation of women

during IVF and other related treatments. ÀIso known as HMG or HPG.
(see Appendix A).



Preimplantat,ion diagnosís
(See 'embryo biopsy')

Pregnancy
There are three main stages of pregnancy - the first is from
conception to 12 weeks; the second is from 12 weeks to viability;
the third is from viability to birth.

and

Prenatal diagnosís
Includes techniques such as arnniocentesis and CVB often accompanied by
selective abortion.

Pronuclear stage ovum transfer (PROST)
This is the same procedure as zygote intrafallopian transfer (ZIFT).

Reduction operat,ion
The same as foetal reduction.

Selective abortion
often used in conjunction with prenatal diagnosis and sex selection
techniques generalJ-y to remove either damaged or female foetuses.

Sex selectíou
(See 'amniocentesis', 'chorionic villus biopsy', and 'embryo biopsy')

Spina bifida
Congenital condition in whích the protective membranes surrounding the
spinal cord protrude through the gaps in the backbone.

Superovulat ion
Synthetic drugs (Pergonal, clomid) or other fertility drugs (hPG) are
administered to women undergoing IvF or similar procedure in order for
them to produce more than one fertilisable egg per monthly eycle (up
to 15 mature eggs can be produced as opposed to the single one
generated with no intervention). The justification for this is that
it increases the chances of some or aII of the eggs being fertilised
and developing further once the embryos are successfully implanted in
the uterus. It also provides an opportunity to create surplus enbryos
for experimental- purposes (nanely genetic research) since the accepted
maximurn of enbryo implants is 4. If aII implanted embryos begin
developing the \¡rolnan may have to undergo partial preventatíve
termination to avoid multiple births.

Surrogacy
Surrogate motherhood involves an agreement or legal contract drawn up
bet\,veen one woman (the 'surrogate') and an infertile commissioning
couple stating that the surrogate will bear a child for the couple
which she will relinquish, for a fee, at birth. This fee currently
stands at about US$10,000. À further US$10,000 is paid to the
facititating lawyer or other representative with another US$5,000
going to!ùards medical costs which include insemination or enbryo
transfer, foetal monitoring, ultrasound and other regular health
checkup. In short, it invol-ves the renting of a fertile woman's body
for reproductíve purposes. lwo types of surrogacy exist:
(1) the surrogate is the donor of the ovum fertilised with donor

sperm. In this case the surrogate is the genetic and
gestational mother of the baby.

(2', the surrogate does not donate the ovum fertilised. Fertilisation
is achieved in vitro with the resultant embryo deriving from the
gametes of the husband and/or wífe or one or t\,ùo donors and is



transferred to the surrogate's uterus. In this case the
surrogate has no genetic input into the chiLd and is the

gestational mother.
Surrogacy is also used in combination with sex selection techniques so
that the conmissioning couple can decide what sort of baby they want.

thal idomide
À drug given to thousands of pregnant women especially in Europe
during the 1960's which was meant to be a sedative. Instead it caused
the deaths or disfigurement of many children.

Ultrasound
The development of high-resolution ultrasound enables detection of
foeta1 deformities and is commonly used as an antenatal screening
procedure during the 19th week of pregnancy especially for I¡vomen over
35. Detection of congenital malformations is often accompanied by
abortion. Is used widely but has not yet been proven to þe withOut
Iong-term detrimental effects.

Ultrasound-dírected oocyte recovery
This is a more recent version of laparoscopy. The woman's bladder is
overfilled with a saline solution and her abdomen is distended with a
carbon dioxide mixture. A hand-held device with a needle at one end
is guided through the bladder under constant ultrasound monitoring
into the egg follictes in order to aspirate the mature eggs. This is
commonly used in the IvF procedure.

viabi I ity
This refers to the time that a foetus can survive outside of the
mother's body (usua1ly about 20 weeks).

z ygote
Fertil-ised egg cel-l-.

Zygote intrafallopian transfer ( zIFT )
This is used as an alternative technique for women for whom IvF has
been unsuccessful. rvF is performed but the resultant enbryos are
transferred to the Fall-opian tube(s) by laparoscopy where the process
of aspiration will occur naturally through the action of the Fallopian
tube(s).




